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The Arab Uprisings of 2011 can be seen as a turning point for media and information
studies scholars, many of whom newly discovered the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region as a promising site to develop theories of digital media and political
transformation. Much of this influential research has argued that digital media technologies fuel or transform political change through new networked publics, new
forms of connective action cultivating or renewing liberal democratic values and ideals (Bennett and Segerberg, 2013; Castells, 2012; Howard and Hussain, 2013;
Papacharissi, 2014). As scholars working on South Asia and the MENA through the
‘forever war’ of the 21st century, it has struck us jarringly that these works, suddenly
bringing prominence to innovative social media use by youth in Cairo, Tunis and
elsewhere, had so little, in fact nothing, to say about the United States and other
Western colonial powers’ legacy of occupation, ongoing violence and strategic interests in the region at large. Within Media and Information Studies, it is as if the Arab
Spring was a vindication for the universal appeal of Western liberal democracy delivered through the gift of the Internet, social media as manifestation of the ‘technologies of freedom’ long promised by Cold War social science in the tradition of Ithiel de
Sola Pool (1983).1
In the last 15 years, across the disciplines of History to Political Science, Anthropology
to Literature, questions about the continuity and transformation of US Empire have been
at the centre, as opposed to the margins of scholarly debate. As historians, Alfred McCoy
and Francisco Scarano (2009) have argued, ‘a broad spectrum of contemporary analysts,
including staunch supporters of unbridled U.S. power, agree that empire … is the most
appropriate descriptor for America’s current superpower status (p. 28)’. In contrast, the
deafening silence when it comes to the legacy of US Empire in conjunction with a
myopic focus on digital media in catalysing and/or transforming social movements is
especially puzzling given the centrality of these same technologies to the ongoing wars
in the MENA region, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
In this themed section, we attempt to account for the wide gulf that separates the
dominant and invariably celebratory account of horizontal social media ‘revolutions’ and
an earlier (today unfashionable) focus on media and imperialism. Erased in all of these
hyperbolic accounts of digital and social media, is the structuring logic of Cold War
genealogy in the study of media technologies, modernization and liberal democracy in
the laboratories of the Third World (Mattelart, 1975, 1994, 2003; Schiller, 1976, 2000;
Shah, 2011). We contend that the scant attention to geopolitics and the crises of neoliberal capitalism is also partially explained by the limitations of the discussions of empire
that emerged in the field in the 1970s and 1980s. These debates conducted in the pages
of this journal, among other venues, in their own way contributed to a largely Eurocentric
understanding of cultural imperialism.
As the aftermath of the Arab Uprisings in the region make abundantly apparent, any
assertion of the contagious or transformative powers of media and information technologies require a foregrounding of geopolitical histories and the machinations of capitalist
crises (Aouragh, 2012b; Dencik and Leistert, 2015; Herrera, 2014; Khiabany, 2012;
Tawil-Souri, 2012). In this article, we propose an alternate trajectory in terms of reorienting discussions of media and information infrastructures as embedded within the resurgence of idealized liberal democratic norms in the wake of the end of the Cold War. The
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section ‘Situating media and empire debates’ lays out a brief summary of the demise of
the media and empire debates in order to situate our overall conceptual argument about
how we are defining infrastructures of empire. We then provide a brief case study,
through an overview of ‘the rise of the BRICS’ (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South
Africa) phenomenon as both metaphor and reality, of new modes of intra-imperial competition that might complicate earlier Eurocentric narratives media and empire. The final
section ‘Looking forward’ of the essay provides an overview of the essays that take up
our attempts to rethink media and information infrastructures across Asia, the MENA,
through the logic of empire.

Situating media and empire debates
The US-led invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan in 2003 prompted a renewed interest in
debates about the continuities and disjunctures between modes of imperial expansion
and decline. These include numerous works across multiple disciplines that have examined the making and transformation of US Empire and the long contradictory history of
American exceptionalism.2 At the same time, the first decade of the 21st century saw a
renewed interest in the concept of empire more broadly with Michael Hardt and Antonio
Negri’s (2001, 2005) provocations of new modes of all-encompassing networked power
on the one hand, to new formulation of state sovereignty and capitalist accumulation by
David Harvey (2003) and Ellen Meiksins-Wood (2005).
With some notable exceptions that remain at the margins of the field,3 we see a visible
dearth in scholarship and discussion on the topic of US Empire or issues of empire more
broadly in the expanding field of media and information studies over the course of the
last 15 years. What accounts for this silence especially as measured against the surge in
interest in identifying the catalytic role of media and information technologies in the
uprisings of Tunisia and Egypt in 2011?
While there was certainly scholarly interest in the failures of journalistic accountability that led to the marketing of the Iraq invasion and the countervailing influence of Al
Jazeera, and subsequent attention to official and leaked information of torture and civilian casualties, most of these works were grounded in liberal normative assumptions that
these were but aberrations of US democratic ideals in need of reform.4 For our purposes
here, it is important to remember that the backdrop of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
have taken place against a well-established reliance and expanded use of information
technologies in US military occupations beginning as early as 1898 American military
occupation stretching from the Caribbean to the Pacific; in similar ways, the occupation
of Iraq and Afghanistan have, since 2001, served as the catalyst for fusing aerospace,
cyberspace and biometrics into a robotic information regime of extraordinary power
(McCoy, 2009, 2014).
In this sense, media and information studies researchers might benefit from greater
engagement with historians of European and US Empire who have documented the ways
in which Western technological advances are often based on particularly violent experiments in warfare and counter-insurgency developed in the Third World. To this point,
Rashid Khalidi (2005: 27) writes of French and British air bombardments and became
the basic knowledge for textbooks on aerial bombardments.5
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Similarly, in the emerging arena of digital media studies and specifically information
studies, the wider geopolitical context has faded from the purview almost entirely.6 In
these discussions across Information Studies, we find some of the most prominent scholarship on the histories of cybernetics and computing and emergence of ‘digital utopianism’, by Fred Turner (2010, 2015), Geoffery Bowker (2008) and others, have recast and
in so doing, erased the material history of the Cold War as it played out across the Third
World. In focusing almost exclusively on the perspectives and experiences of elite US
and European-based scientists, artists and entrepreneurs, these surely complex cultural
and organizational studies, have managed (however unintentionally) to displace the violence of the Cold War origins of cybernetics and digital infrastructure.
For example, in Turner’s (2010) retelling of the history of techno-libertarianism, the
‘new communalists’ are counter-intuitively initially housed in computer labs at MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology). However, the impact of Cold War suppression,
surveillance and the advanced technologies that targeted civilians from the Middle East
to South East Asia and across Central and Latin America do little to dirty the aura of
Stuart Brand or his countercultural colleagues. In fact, even when historians of information technology like Eden Medina (2014) have uncovered socialist alternatives like
Cybersyn (cybernetics synergy), a state-of-the-art information system that was designed
to rationalize production under the democratically elected Salvador Allende’s brief
administration in Chile, the larger material and political realities of the Cold War are
curiously all but absent in the analysis itself. As historian Greg Grandin (2014) has
pointed out, the most important legacy of Cybersyn, left unexamined by Medina (2014)
and Morozov (2014) in a journalistic account, happened in the aftermath of the
Washington-backed coup on 11 September 1973, that overthrew Allende and installed
the authoritarian Pinochet regime using the knowledge and platform of Project Cybersyn
as part of its larger campaign of repression and violence.7
It was precisely the interventionist role of the United States and its allies exporting
media and information technology infrastructure that spurred an earlier debate about
media imperialism. Reaching a peak in the field beginning in the 1970s into the early
1980s, national governments across much of Africa, Asia and Latin America demanded
a more democratic communications order under the auspices of United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO; Nordenstreng, 1984). At
stake in these discussions of Western and US cultural imperialism were questions of
increasing domination of the US film and television industries, the near monopoly situation in global news-gathering and growing concerns about the first generation of unequal
transborder data flows reinforcing technological reliance if not dependence (Alhassan
and Chakravartty, 2011: 272). The outcome of the New World Information and
Communications Order (NWICO) debates and the role of US media and advertising
industries and the ideologically hostile Reagan administration in overtly derailing even
the weakest calls for reversing these forms of media imperialism are well known.8
However, and with the retrospective advantage, it is also apparent that media scholars
in this period failed to adequately examine the contradictions of the postcolonial nation
state where in many cases the advocacy for the democratization of global media and information flows went hand in hand with silencing national dissent at home (Alhassan, 2004).
Moreover, scholars of media imperialism from this period focused disproportionately on
the machinations of media and emerging information industries and the United States and
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Western state’s role in shaping policy and practice, with less analytic interest in the actual
‘Third World’ itself and the manifold contradictions of postcolonial nationalism. These
earlier, albeit, important interventions by media scholars, concerned with the Cold War
manifestations of dominant Western cultural and information flows, assumed that the
postcolonial state and its goals of modernization and development automatically represented national interest. In so doing, they failed to account for what Achile Mbembe
(2001) and Mahmood Mamdani (1996), among others, have called the anatomy of the
colonial and postcolonial state and its relationship of dominance defined through logics of
racial, ethnic and class divisions over citizens as subject populations.9
It was in the early postcolonial era across much of the Third World, when the village
and slum became a social laboratory for ‘diffusion of innovations’ research. Since the
1960s, we have seen different iterations of scholars invested in whether peasants could
adopt the rights of individual citizenship or even imagine themselves as entrepreneurs in
today’s language ‘at the bottom of the pyramid’, whether they would use condoms, if
they would reject communal practices of religious collective identity and whether ‘nation
building’ could take place without the threat of land redistribution or political revolution.
Media exposure was meant to promote aspirations for individual mobility, both political
and economic as opposed to following prescribed norms or customs. The promotion of
individual rights associated with access to media and information technologies became
linked to the tightening grip of the state in regulating mass media and information technologies in line with the ostensible objective of national development. From Indonesia
through Pakistan, across the Gulf states, Egypt and beyond – we see this almost always
happened with the explicit backing of the United States and other Western powers, who
set aside their commitment to ‘freedom of information’ and, instead, supported authoritarian regimes faithful to a modernization agenda without social upheaval (Alhassan and
Chakravartty, 2011: 270–275).
Here, it is important to remember that more radical and contested versions of the cultural imperialism critique, which were initially articulated against the backdrop of international socialist and decolonization movements, also imagined new political
communities of Afro-Asian and Tricontinental (Latin America) solidarities and economies, however contingent (Lee, 2010). These intellectuals from socialist and decolonization movements, from Amilcar Cabral and Frantz Fanon to Raul Prebisch and Samir
Amin as well as Third-Worldist feminist intellectuals, emphasized self-reliance and ultimately liberated infrastructures to combat colonial propaganda and build transnational
circuits of transport and communication (radio and newspapers) in the service of the
commons (Cabral, 1966; Fanon, 1968; Lee, 2010).
There have been very few scholarly works within Media and Information Studies on
the legacy of these anti-colonial thinkers and the ‘mutability’ of radio and broadcasting,
wireless and other infrastructures developed for colonial rule but subsequently transformed in the making of national and transnational movements across the Third World
from the 1950s to the 1980s (Larkin, 2008). Meanwhile, the falling out of favour of the
cultural imperialism framework by the 1990s for certainly more nuanced and less
Eurocentric understandings of globalization of media and culture has perhaps unintentionally focused exclusively on the flawed cultural dimension of earlier debates
(Chakravartty and Zhao, 2008). Today, early theories of cultural globalization by Arjun
Appadurai (1996), John Tomlinson (1999) and Homi Bhabha (2004) remain as influential
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as against what are remembered as one dimensional understandings of imperialism, that
is, of media imperialism as cultural homogenization. The contested background of racial
and colonial violence and anti-colonial struggle that was the backdrop against which these
early theories of cultural imperialism were waged seems as if to have little contemporary
significance. Thus, beginning in the 1990s, in due course discussions about cultural imperialism quickly faded giving rise to theories of dynamic cultural globalization and hybridity that have remained dominant alongside a notable turn away from a political economy
analysis of the emerging field of digital media and technology.
We argue that a more fruitful engagement requires a basic examination of the ways
in which postcolonial infrastructures of empire – while part of existing rivalries emanating from the 20th century – are metamorphosed for the benefit of new regional alliances
today. The context for digital infrastructure is marked by colonial encounters as well as
the history of uneven or fractured capitalism. The earlier manifestations of communication technologies (underwater telegraph and telephone cables, telecommunications networks) and recent digitally networked technologies are both part of these splintered
urban infrastructures. We draw from the work of critical geography and urban studies
scholars who posit that these infrastructures are material manifestations of ‘new notions
of speed, light, power and communications’ (Graham and Marvin, 2001: 40; Larkin,
2008). Media anthropologist Brian Larkin and others are ‘adopting an infrastructural
disposition’ (Parks and Starosielski, 2015), that draws from the cognate field of Science,
Technology and Society (STS). According to John Durham Peters (2015), these foci
often centre on the foundational work of Bruno Latour and make the case for ‘infrastructuralism … as a way of understanding the work of media as fundamentally logistical’ (p. 35).
While we also find the conceptual benefits of thinking of media and information as
infrastructure following some of these logics, our intentions here are much more earthbound. Rather than making a metaphysical case for why we need to see ‘media practices
and institutions as embedded in relations with the natural and human world’ (Peters,
2015), we understand infrastructure as both the material stuff of cables and wires that
have long been seen as modern public goods as well as the ‘soft’ and more amorphous
networks of cultural exchange shaped by European (and American) colonial power
(p. 37). Therefore, in contrast to previous studies of ‘media imperialism’, which are
remembered primarily for an emphasis on the unequal flows of culture from the First
World to the Third World, here we are collapsing the distinction and drawing on a definition of infrastructure as ‘… a totality of both technical and cultural systems that create
institutionalized structures whereby goods of all sorts circulate’ (Larkin, 2008: 6). This
unique dual approach shows how, through a maze of tangible wires and obtrusive policies, media and information infrastructures are therefore, indeed, both central as digital
nodes for financial transaction and trade, and key in squeezing down dissent or co-opting
social movements. Such an analytical angle confirms that online technology infrastructures inhibit powerful transmitters that are linked to intricate systems of cables and splitters; they host metadata storage reservoirs as big as football fields; they manage
continuous digital broadcasting streams that are connected to complex satellites networks in space. But while imperial motives outline much of the techno-security alliances, such reconfigurations also depict geopolitical anxieties.
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Empire in the information age
One of the prevailing myths of an information society is a borderless world where nation
states succumb to the (benign) power of technology freeing the individual and thereby
society at large. Four years in the aftermath of the Arab Uprisings, it is painfully apparent
that telecommunications and social media companies alike comply, co-operate and bend
to state power – whether Egyptian military regimes or US imperial interests (Aouragh,
2012a). In hindsight, the naming of a ‘Facebook revolution’ seems as hollow an ideological framing as that of the US army liberating Iraq through military invasion. Nation
states can restrict flows of communication, monitor content and promote certain parameters of ‘social order’; they can devise the very laws that regulate social media and derive
taxes (or allow its avoidance) from their revenues (Trottier and Fuchs, 2014: 21–23). It
is therefore important to consider possible alternatives. Might a revamped NWICO 2.0
be a possibility given shifting global power relations as some have argued? India is
expected to have the largest Facebook population by 2016 – it grew from 10 million to
100 million users in 1 decade and from 100 million to 200 million in merely 3 years
(Thussu, 2013: 244). The fascination with spectacular figures is ironic because the estimated rates shed light on changing consumption patterns that have little to do with ownership. But, perhaps inadvertently, growth comes to expose an important conceptual
blurring that we argue is part of the problem: capitalist consumption turns into a synonym for political or economic sovereignty. In a sense, the ‘rise of the BRICS’ discussion
in the field of Media Studies echoes the triumphalism of nationalists political projects
now redesigned for the information age. This is apparent, for example, in the current
Hindu nationalist Narendra Modi’s ‘Digital India’ programme celebrated prominently by
the CEOs of Facebook, Google, Oracle and more. Prime Minister Modi’s visit to Silicon
Valley clearly represents the US imprint on 21st century technology as both a matter of
hard-material power (control, taxation and ownership of the telecom and the Internet
infrastructures) and of soft-corporate power (political control and ownership of the governing bodies both domestically and internationally). Diasporic Indians who registered
en mass for an audience with Modi at Facebook headquarters and filled Madison Square
Gardens in 2014 are believers of the BRICS’ promise that national flavour of capital
offers an alternative to the United States and Western power. Modi’s visit to Menlo Park
in September 2015 was meant to woo foreign capital to expand India’s ‘digital infrastructure’ under what is promised as a ‘win-win’ strategy for foreign capital, the sizeable
Indian domestic telecom and software companies and the deeply fractured Indian public
ranging from urban elites to the vast majority of the nation’s rural and economically
dispossessed citizenry.10
The uncontested notion of information technology as freedom needs to be challenged with the same critical scrutiny given to the ‘paradoxes of rights’ in debates
about the strategic deployment of gender and human rights in relation to neoliberal
governance and the imperial ambitions of the United States (Brown, 2002). It is clear
that the rise of the ‘network society’, popularized by Manuel Castells, has not undone
the hegemony of US capital in the information and communications technology (ICT)
sector (Schiller, 2014). And the more recent ties that bind billionaire corporations like
Google, Microsoft, Verizon and others to US military interests have similarly not
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disappeared. Telecommunications networks and digital infrastructure regimes have
become the lifeline of neoliberal globalization enforced by the World Trade
Organization, multiple Free Trade Agreements, ensconced in the World Bank’s Poverty
Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) and advocated by multilateral governance regimes
like the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN; cf. Hill,
2013; Ya’u, 2004; Alhassan and Chakravartty, 2011).
Like cyber Gods, these anonymous entities can insist on ‘public private partnerships’,
‘pro-market pro-poor’ development interventions and allocate URL names and addresses
to some nations while precluding others, Palestine being a case in point (Aouragh, 2011;
Tawil-Souri, 2012). New ICTs are thus protected through an inherited inequality between
North and South. Dominant ICTs are part of the counter-revolutionary dynamics in the
MENA (Alexander and Aouragh 2014). Whilst they toe the line of (befriended) local dictators they are also protected through an inherited inequality between North and South.
This is caused by the combined problem of being bounded by neoliberal rules in the ICT
sector at large (Saleh, 2011) whilst a forced inheritance of colonial infrastructures meant
a late (uneven) development (Hanieh, 2013) of post-independent infrastructures.
But how relevant are these distinctions in the 21st century, with the rise of Brazil,
India, and most significantly China, alongside much of Europe in fiscal crisis since 2008
and the United States exposed as debtor to the former ‘Third World’? Scholars within
Media Studies have described these shifts as the rise of ‘Chindia’ (Thussu, 2013: 31). Of
course, the statistics from China are dazzling (Thussu, 2013: 246), and it is indisputable
that these represent some of the most extraordinary growth rates in the world. This is
related to a recently re-emerging notion of BRICS, which has been adopted and uncritically popularized as we argue below. Nonetheless, it is widely accepted that the ‘emerging’ BRICS economies destabilize the unwritten pact of financial distribution.

Inter-Asian shifts or ‘Third World’ revenge?
Historically, geostrategic claims are manifested through military battles. In the context of
the ‘Third World’, the impressive anti-colonial struggles together with the decline of raw
materials have changed this. However, the geostrategic management continues to a large
extent because oil (thus the Middle East) is a major exception for US capitalism, the
dominant imperial power in our age. While relying on offshore naval and air bases to
guarantee this balance, the United States also constructed an economic world order that
primarily suits itself. In this Carter Doctrine and Washington Consensus, anyone stepping into challenge this unfair equilibrium will be punished by force or disciplined
through the shamelessly selective utilization of global institutions including the United
Nations (UN), Group of Seven (G7), North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.
But while all this remains true, there seems to be a new cold war on the rise that is
shaking up the global pattern and in due course imposes new geopolitical configurations.
The top-5 list of largest economies in terms of purchasing power parity includes two
BRICS countries (India and China). Since its popular appeal reflects the legitimate dissent to western capitalist dominance, we agree with Zhao (2015: 67) that while it offers
no ideological alternative to neoliberalism, the attractiveness of BRICS should be taken
seriously. However, it is necessary to identify the underlying conceptual problems and
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show the contradicting outcomes. Considering the similarities between BRICS and nonBRICS economies regarding political institutions, demographic differences, and rates of
economic growth and inequality the BRICS economies manifest stark internal differences to the extent that the biggest strength of BRICS appears to be its acronym (Sparks,
2015: 65).
It comes as no surprise that so-called ‘developing states’, with greater economic leverage having been humiliated for decades, are pushing back in attempting to gain a
greater foothold in setting the terms of global ‘financial architecture’ outside of the
Bretton Woods institutions of the World Bank and IMF (Biswas, 2015). So it is important
to pause and make sense of the allure that happens at the backdrop of telecommunication
industry strategy.
It is telling that the BRICS Development Bank and the Chinese-led Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank are meant to ‘complement’ rather than compete with each other in
funding crucial infrastructural projects. BRICS policies contest hegemonic structures of
cyberspace on a discursive level. Moreover, the many debates about joint Chinese–
Russian UN proposals, as those against the Indian, Brazilian and South African (IBSA)
visions, reflect clear geopolitical differences in areas of the Internet governance and
cybersecurity. The battle over the Internet infrastructure is also attested by the Internet
Roundtable for Emerging Countries in Beijing 2012, the World Conference on
International Telecom in Dubai in 2012 and the NetMundial in Sao Paulo 2014. After
requests via the existing channels were systematically blocked, they now express critique against US dictates regarding the Internet protocols and the general telecom logic
in their own conferences. BRICS’ concern for the Internet signifies how closely related
imperialism, technological infrastructure and regional Inter-Asian connections are, this
correlation is central to our argument. We will therefore take a closer look at this geographic, political economic and technological triangle.
The BRICS understand well that the ICT infrastructures are a lifeline because it is a
necessity for sovereign capitalist accumulation, more than the desire to diversify cultural production. Prominent in the debate about techno-infrastructures is the BRICS
plan for an alternative cable system with which to challenge US centric networks that is
potentially both cheaper and promises to be more secure.11 This cable is the most media
hyped example of the BRICS desires to go straight into the heart of the matter and circumvent the existing imperial infrastructures. It was supposed to start in 2014 but was
delayed and finally aborted. The silence and secrecy around it suggests internal conflicts and possible US pressure, and eventually, what began as a BRICS cable resurfaced as a Brazilian cable (connected via Portugal). The bitter irony is that this fibre
optic cable system is mainly geared to increase access to BRICS economies (Zhao,
2015: 72). In other words, to benefit the BRICS corporations already embedded in a
US-led global economy.
A multilayered approach that brings domestic resistance, regional geopolitics and
global imperialism together helps unearth this intricate relation between ‘development’,
technology and capitalism. We will then understand how exploitation and inequality are
rooted both in general capitalist modes and systems and their ‘local’ social relations. It is
much more difficult to shed light on these dialectics because a BRICS type bipolar view
obscures the Inter-Asian (East-South/South-South) dynamics. An uncritical approach,
wedged to the symbolic values of BRICS, in fact constrains media scholars to see these
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conflicting realities and thus to acknowledge that rivalries are both indigenous and
grafted by geopolitical interventions (Major and Miller, 2004: 8–12).
As global media and communication remains embedded in liberal western discourses of individual freedom, the increasing importance of China and India are no
doubt interesting venues for further critical analysis. But instead of mapping the
growth of new telecom and information technology (IT) billionaires across China and
India, it is surely of more analytic value to consider their mutual relationship to
unprecedented conditions of inequality across both nations. Similarly, we might wish
to pay more attention to the reconfiguration of regional alliances by looking at China
and India in relation to United States and Western interests in the Middle East and
Africa. In this regard, the technological poster boy, India is also the world’s largest
importer of arms. This must be understood, among others, as part of its closer cooperation with Israeli cyber warfare technology and close cooperation between India
and the United States around counterterrorism. These cooperative arrangements have
been engineered around motives that have very little to do with challenging United
States and Western power and often contradict BRICS loyalties.12 Ultimately, they
serve the translocal financial interests with the highest revenues. Similarly, China’s
ventures in Africa are driven less by South-South solidarity as opposed to the promise
of untapped markets and resource extraction (Hall, 2011). It could be argued that this
rise of capitalist de-westernisation by ‘the rest’ is something to be cheered. Rather
than cheerleading powerful states, our aim is to unmask the covert structures of dominance and exploitation undermining the possibility of justice and equality. Although
blithely obfuscated by the focus on difference, we show the similarities between large
and small imperial powers.
BRICS captures the imagination of millions because of the power of wishful thinking,
and it keeps the dreams alive by conveniently alluding to the legacies of Bandung. But
the fact it is re-emerging, in the debate about alternative ICT infrastructures and some
sort of international solidarity, is precisely why it deserves critique. These complexities
should raise alarm not pride. As observed most clearly since 2011, the alliances with
local dictators against popular struggles are often bargaining chips for power struggles
aiming first and foremost for regional control. These juxtapositions exemplify the paradoxes that this special issue investigates. Within the larger global counter-hegemonic
blocks, there are other blocks and competitions reflecting a world framed by what we
might consider intra-imperial struggles.
Control of technological infrastructures on a global/international scale is intimately
connected to imperial material domination. A focus on material infrastructures in the
study of media and communications raises immediate questions about possible alternatives. On the one hand, there are tangible dependencies, partly due to US-based and
owned corporations, and thus the ease of interception of data that come from data storage
on US soil. On the other hand, these dependencies are maintained by potential military
retributions against any challenge to existing geographic equilibrium. Inasmuch as the
rhetoric surrounding BRICS is discursively empowering, there is little evidence of either
a NWICO 2.0 or a ‘non-alignment 2.0’ (Khilnani et al., 2012).
In these times of extraordinary crisis there is a banality of binaries found in the language of west/non-west ownership. There is a reason why the Silk Road 2.0 – also an
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alternative infrastructure led by powerful BRICS member China – has not once mentioned Palestine despite it being the most convenient route connecting the region to
Europe. The motive is not solidarity but self-interest as we have discussed above. But
this is not the complete story, there is also another factor that produces such judgements,
these contexts signify ‘instability’, which is often a code for those dynamics of resistance. We therefore consider unsurprisingly that such grassroots defiance – rhetorically
deeming the region ‘unstable’ – are often found unsuitable for certain infrastructures.
Tamed inhabitants and manageable geographies (stability) are in other words the prerequisite for the production and distribution, and thus accumulation, of capital.
BRICS is a label born from the fantasies of one of the worst offenders in the banking
sector who co-caused the financial crash of 2008. In the end, BRICS does what it was
called for when it was a crafted as a Goldman Sachs label. It was meant as an ideological
instrument (hoping that fast-growing brown capitalist entities will form a civilized front)
in the midst of the 9/11 momentum to benefit the war on terror. It neatly fits the triumphant end of history projections following the collapse of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR). The redrawing of a new world order celebrated the birth of a postideological geopolitics with the invasion of Iraq in 1991 during which the remnants of
the non-aligned nations were subsumed in market liberalism.
But it is beyond the subversive language of ‘non-western’ BRICS and within its own
localities that we perceive the actual alternatives, in the brave networks of local, regional
as well as global activists, scholars, hackers and journalists who play an important role
in challenging hegemonic infrastructures.

Looking forward
This themed section features scholarship that focuses on new manifestations of rebellion
and resistance in the Inter-Asian context. The articles expand on some of the themes
outlined above. In ‘Crypto and Empire’, Gürses, Van Hoboken and Kundnani examine
the counter-surveillance movement in response to the Edward Snowden revelations.
They focus on how the abstractions of balancing privacy and security in the digital age
ignore the linkages between surveillance, deeply held notions of racial supremacy and
empire. National security surveillance is bound up with processes of racialization involving flawed notions of ‘radicalization’ of ‘suspect populations’. Much of the counterhegemonic encryption in response to mass surveillance efforts are not neutral but shaped
by the political economic conditions in which they are imagined and developed, and
therefore, sometimes counter-surveillance technologies are aligned with ‘national security’ interests.
As discussed earlier, a legacy of postcolonial state-control shared across all polities in
this region continues alongside the relatively new wave of protests, but growing influence of transnational corporate media and technology firms is shaping the design and use
of media and information technologies for surveillance and propaganda. In the second
paper ‘Google in China’, ShinJoung Yeo focuses on the case of Google and its emerging
US-based Internet Empire. She exposes how a rationale of the nation state misreads the
larger impact of Google’s relationship to China and the geographical expansionism of
the Internet markets.
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The crisis of capitalism and the dictates of empire overlap more than ever as seen by
the manipulation and control of citizens and consumers in the wake of mass protests
across the region. Ergin Bulut examines the case of Erdogan’s Turkey. To this point,
Ergin Bulut examines the crucial case of Turkey following the Gezi Uprisings of 2013
and explores the ways in which infrastructures of empire are manipulated for the benefit
of new Inter-Asian alliances and long-established 20th century rivalries. Bulut maps the
shifting terrain between social media companies (specifically Facebook) and the nation
state under the increasingly restrictive policies of the Erdogan administration, initially
hailed as a ‘role model’ of Middle Eastern democracy. As activists effectively used social
media for protest, countries such as Turkey have begun to think about legalizing the
Internet censorship – calling it regulation. It urged social media companies to open
offices in the country for more ‘collaboration’. The social media giant Facebook shut
down several pages of activists, Kurdish oppositional party and politicians. Moreover,
the ways in which Facebook’s terms of service are most of the time interpreted along the
lines of the state rather than activists or oppositional groups.
The case of Turkey speaks to the rise of regional powers and the paradoxical global
competition developing simultaneously between and within intra-imperial struggles.
This brings us to our final piece. Jack Linchuan Qiu develops his theory of working-class
network society in the world’s factory of China. His article examines how infrastructures
of surveillance and accumulation have been ‘cumulatively’ contested by distinct generations of emergent working-class social media activists. This piece brings to light the
complex political imaginaries and negotiations that shape the terms of resistance in
China, especially in the aftermath of the Arab Uprisings of 2011. It is precisely because
empires and dictators neither enjoy the full hegemony of the peoples’ will nor are able to
exercise total violent suppression of the peoples’ demand that there is need for counterrevolutionary strategies.
Our modest intervention aims to spark new conversations about the centrality of
empire to our understandings of media and information technologies. Beyond initiating
new research interest, we wonder if renewed interest in the centrality of colonial violence
and empire might also force larger disciplinary discussions that have yet to take place
about our ethical responsibilities in these fields. And in so doing, that we might within
our scholarly associations and elsewhere join our colleagues in related fields in taking up
principled stances in support of contemporary collective struggles for freedom. We are
reminded of feminist theorist Neferti Tadiar’s invocation on the significance of a politics
against empire, in this case the call across a number of disciplines (from American
Studies and Asian American Studies to Anthropology and growing) for the Boycott
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) of Israel. In a plenary address at our initial workshop
on the infrastructures of empire that was held in April 2014, Tadiar argued,
The organizing of U.S. and international solidarity campaigns with the BDS Palestinian
movement, including the very campaigns for academic and cultural boycott fueling the debates
about academic freedom, provides an important, though by no means the only, example of the
way principles of social association … are operating within the symbolic-communicative work
of struggle. In these campaigns, people align themselves politically as a matter of experiential
attributes (of colonialism, racism, sexism, homophobia) that make them connect, through
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communicative modes (speech, writing, gesture) bearing the affective and cognitive charges
created in defiance and resistance against shared as well as connected forms of violence.
(Tadiar, 2014)13

As we finish writing, the drums of war are again deafening in the wake of the Paris
attacks of November 2015. Mediated spectacle and affect responding to the brutality of
the Paris attacks by Daesh (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)) brings to light the
invisibility of the endless violence and tragedy of the US-led War on Terror across the
Middle East and South Asia. Building on the themes above, in the postscript, Gholam
Khiabany addresses how we might rethink solidarity efforts to redress the racism against
refugees who are forcedly displaced and today have come knocking on the borders of
empire.
Funding
The author(s) received no financial support for the research, authorship, and/or publication of this
article.

Notes
1. In fact, Manuel Castells, author of one of the most influential books on the 2011 social
movements (Networks of Power and Outrage) was awarded the Ithiel de Sola Pool Award
by the American Political Science Association in 2013. Ithiel de Sola Pool (1983), author of
Technologies of Freedom, was an influential Cold War media modernization expert promoting the benefits of commercial media technologies in instilling liberal democratic and market
aspirations across the Third World. For more see Mattelart (1994).
2. An exhaustive review of this scholarship is beyond the scope of this article. Some of the most
influential and directly relevant work for scholars of media, information and US Empire
include the following: Kaplan and Pease (1993); Khalili (2012); Grandin (2006); Gardner
and Young (2005); Martin (2007); McCoy (2007, 2009); Mitchell (2011); Vitalis (2007).
3. These notable exceptions include work by Mattelart (1994) and Boyd-Barrett (1977), who
have both been active in these debates since the 1970s, as well as newer works by Winseck
and Pike (2007), Boyd-Barrett (2014), Chakravartty and Da Silva (2012), Dyer-Witheford
and De Peuter (2009), Hills (2007), Freedman and Thussu (2011) and Kumar (2012).
4. Many of these works such as Deborah Jaramillo’s (2009) Ugly War, Pretty Package and Lance
Benett et. al.’s (2008) When the Press Fails, and others by journalists covering the war remain
important in archiving the collusion between military and corporate/media interests in the
United States with the assumption that an informed public would contest US military interventions in Iraq and elsewhere. However, few of these works locate their critiques within the
longer history of US settler colonialism or imperial interventions nor do most of these works
engage with debates about empire conceptually.
5. The bombardments in Iraq, Morocco, Libya and Syria were unprecedented in their deadly
force and therefore served as crucial laboratories of later military technology.
6. The exception to the absence of focus on geopolitics in the information studies fields is
found in the security studies focused scholarship on ‘cyber warfare’ within mainstream North
American political science in works by Ronald Deibert (2013).
7. Greg Grandin critiques popular technology writer Evgeny Morozov’s essay in the New
Yorker on Cybersyn that covers similar ground to Eden Medina’s (2014) book Cybernetic
Revolutionaries: Technology and Politics in Allende’s Chile.
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8. See Boyd-Barrett (1977), Mattelart (1994), Nordenstreng (1984), Nordenstreng and Schiller
(1979) and Schiller (1993).
9. This argument is developed in greater detail in Alhassan and Chakravartty (2011).
10. For more on Modi’s visit to Silicon Valley in September 2015 see the following: http://www.
siliconbeat.com/2015/09/24/googles-sundar-pichai-and-silicon-valley-welcome-indias-pmmodi/; http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/9/27/indian-leader-narendra-modi-facesdisillusioned-supporters-on-us-visit.html
11. See http://oldephartte.blogspot.com/2013/09/21-sept-blogs-im-following.html; http://research.
dyn.com/2014/07/brazil-winning-internet/; https://chintanclub.wordpress.com/2013/07/17/
internet-security-oxymoron/
12. India and China growing rivalry. Ian Brenner Time, 16 February 2015 (page 6/briefing).
13. Tadiar N (2014) Dead exchanges and the potentials and possibilities of anti-imperialism
today. In: Plenary address at workshop on infrastructures of empire, 26 April. New York:
New York University and the Social Science Research Council (SSRC). Available at: https://
s3.amazonaws.com/ssrc-cdn1/crmuploads/new_event_3/{2B644D55-E5C0-E311-93FD005056AB3675}.jpg
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Introduction
Since Edward Snowden’s revelations of the National Security Agency (NSA) and
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) surveillance programs, privacy
advocates, progressive security engineers, and policy makers have been seeking to win
majority support for countering surveillance. The problem is presented as the perpetration of mass surveillance and the solutions put forward are predominantly technical and
involve the use of encryption – or ‘crypto’ – as a defense mechanism. Techno-legal arguments have been popularly expressed through an artificial differentiation between mass
and targeted surveillance. But as this article will address, this strategy is based on a
number of contradictions and comes at a great cost.
First and foremost, the normative distinction of mass and targeted surveillance deems
‘targeted surveillance’ legitimate for national security purposes and places it beyond the
scope of public debate. ‘Everybody is under surveillance’ serves as the point of departure for
a market-driven technical response to reclaim privacy, without addressing the ways in which
surveillance disproportionately affects marginalized communities and peoples. Universalist
proposals for ‘globally applicable’ technical solutions mask that the most prominent initiatives to address surveillance issues are situated in the United States and Western Europe and
are mainly discussed through the socio-political lens of technical specialists. As such, these
discussions fail to give space to those who are on the receiving end of global surveillance
programs and linked forms of violence, such as extrajudicial killing, torture, and impoverishment including populations in the United States and Europe whose racialization has been
integral to histories of colonialism, plantation slavery, and empire, up to the War on Terror’s
construction of Muslims as objects of a racial surveillance gaze (Kundnani, 2014).
In this article, we will illustrate the inadequacy of such responses to the Snowden
revelations as articulated by prominent civil society initiatives like Reset the Net, technical experts like Bruce Schneier and Chris Soghoian, official legal documents responding
to the revelations, and prominent newspaper articles. We share the conviction that the
counter-surveillance struggle is important and that Snowden’s courageous disclosures
contributed greatly to such a project. However, as this article will argue and illustrate,
raising the specter of an Orwellian system of mass surveillance, shifting the discussion
to the technical domain, and couching that shift in economic terms undermine a political
reading that would attend to the racial, gendered, classed, and colonial aspects of the
surveillance programs. This demands our critical attention as the depoliticization of
counter-surveillance projects implies that structural inequality, subordination, and marginalization are cast out of the realm of political contestation. We are instead presented
with a ‘normal’ economic sphere of market rationality that is ostensibly apolitical. Hence,
our question is as follows: how can this specific discursive framing of counter-surveillance be re-politicized and broadened to enable a wider societal debate informed by the
experiences of those subjected to targeted surveillance and associated state violence?

Mass surveillance as Big Brother?
In his video message broadcast in Britain on Channel 4 on Christmas Day, 2013, Snowden
remarked that Orwell had warned us of the dangers of the type of government surveillance
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we face today (Snowden, 2013). References to Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four have been
widespread in the counter-surveillance debate; indeed, sales of the book were said to have
soared recently (Hendrix, 2013). It is therefore worth examining the claims that Nineteen
Eighty-Four makes with regard to surveillance and totalitarian forms of government, in
particular with a focus on the notion of mass surveillance that is often invoked with the
image of Orwell’s Big Brother. The continuing debt to a mid-20th-century account of
surveillance constrains analysis in significant ways, not least on the crucial question of
how race is inscribed in surveillance. Orwell approaches this question with the prejudices
of his day, taking totalitarian rule to ultimately involve a kind of non-Western barbarism
and thereby failing to grasp surveillance itself as a racialized form of governing.
Nevertheless, there are aspects of Nineteen Eighty-Four that are suggestively comparable
to our own time. Orwell’s ‘telescreens’ resemble our own networked screens that receive
and transmit simultaneously. Just as we have scant chance of knowing whether our individual online activity is being monitored, so too, for Nineteen Eighty-Four’s Winston,
there is no way of knowing which individual wires government spies are plugged into.
But the wider context of surveillance in Nineteen Eighty-Four is the typical mid-20thcentury image of a totalitarian state. The novel presents Oceania as a gray, cold world of
dull uniformity, sexual repression, and 3-year plans, where historical memories have been
erased and crude propaganda dominates. Even the gin tastes bad. As a government bureaucrat, Winston lives according to the routine assumption that every aspect of his life might
be scrutinized. Surveillance is undifferentiated and universal. The writing of a diary in
Oceania is a crime punishable by death, unlike our world today, where the injunction to
self-diarize through social media and mobile apps is the very basis upon which digital
surveillance rests.
The subjectivity that underpins Oceania is the masses’ docile devotion to the totalitarian system. When Orwell wants to capture this mindset, he turns to images of the nonWestern other. Consider, for example, this passage describing the ritual displays of
loyalty to the regime:
… the entire group broke into a deep slow, rhythmical chant of ‘B-B! … B-B!’ – over and over
again, very slowly, with a long pause between the first ‘B’ and the second – a heavy, murmurous
sound, somehow curiously savage, in the background of which one seemed to hear the stamp
of naked feet and the throbbing of tom-toms. (Orwell, 1954: 16–17)

Elsewhere, Orwell introduces the suggestion that the totalitarianism of Oceania is the
political expression of ‘Oriental despotism’. Oceania’s rival, Eastasia, does not need to
base its totalitarianism on a new ideological formation like Big Brother’s ‘Ingsoc’ but
simply draws on what Orwell implies is traditional Oriental philosophy, characterized as
adhering to the principles of ‘Death-worship’ and ‘Obliteration of the self’ (p. 157). And
the embodiment of the Big Brother regime, O’Brien, has a servant, Martin, whose
‘expressionless’ ‘Mongolian face’ (pp. 136, 141) is connected by Orwell to the ‘doublethink’ (i.e. the rejection of the rules of logic) upon which the regime’s totalitarianism
relies. The implication is that in the East, the abolition of the self and of logic, which
totalitarianism requires, is indigenous rather than innovatory (Pietz, 1988: 62). A significant strand of Orwell’s critique of totalitarianism is thus to portray it as a kind of cultural
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import from a distinct and more primitive society – an alien corruption of European
modernity and rationality, not a product of Europe itself.
In this respect, Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four resembles another classic of the mid20th century literature on surveillance and totalitarianism. As Pietz argues, Hannah
Arendt’s The Origins of Totalitarianism refers to totalitarianism’s linkage to ‘Oriental
despotism’ which had, Arendt says, always rested on ‘the mass man’s typical feeling of
superfluousness’, a feeling longstanding in India and China but only appearing in modern Europe with the industrial era’s atomization, breakdown of social stratification, and
mass of lonely individuals (Arendt, 1958: 311). In this way, totalitarianism was, on some
deep level, externalized from the history of the West, and viewed as resulting from the
corruption of European politics by an alien form (Pietz, 1988: 69). Her model for this
process of alien corruption was Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness: European colonizers, confronted by the ‘savagery’ of the colonized population, degenerated into ‘savages’
themselves, setting a precedent for the would-be totalitarian leaders of the European
‘mob’ (Arendt, 1958: 185–191).
Pointing to the limitations of Orwell and Arendt’s notions of mass surveillance, particularly the subtle but significant ways they understand it as an alien intrusion into a
pristine Western political culture, is instructive. Their influence on today’s privacy advocates is not simply a matter of their ideas impacting on readers but the deeper ‘common
sense’ assumptions and images of the nature of surveillance that undergird privacy advocacy and which are largely inherited from the Cold War.
The production of racialized subjects through surveillance has a long history, running
through government censuses, police record-keeping, and colonial discourses of ‘tribal’
and ‘ethnic’ definition (Browne, 2009; Mamdani, 2012; Sa’adi, 2012). But it is crucially
a history that is inseparable from the history of state racism. As John Fiske (1998) has
written, surveillance ‘enables different races to be policed differently, and it has an insidious set of ‘chilling’ effects upon the freedoms of opinion, movement and association
that cumulatively produce racially differentiated senses of “the citizen”’ (p. 69). In other
words, racialization is essential to the surveillance mechanisms that are in turn intrinsic
to the modern social order. If we live in a panoptic society, it is also a racial panopticon.
When NSA officials state that they only focus on the ‘bad guys’ not ‘average people’
(Ledgett, 2014), those terms are in practice racialized and mobilize a flawed ontological
separation between deserving and innocent targets, and, correspondingly, good and bad
surveillance. It is this differentiated aspect of state surveillance that is lost if we draw on
the classic image of a mass surveillance society depicted in Nineteen Eighty-Four.
A more differentiated reading of these surveillance infrastructures and their entanglements with larger political projects is necessary. The relations of empire are increasingly
embedded in a media infrastructure of military and commercial digital networks, laws,
norms, attitudes, and practices that create institutionalized structures whereby the flows
of global power, exploitation, and surveillance are facilitated, connecting and binding
people into, often racialized, groupings (Larkin, 2008: 5–10). It is an infrastructure that
links the visual and Wi-Fi surveillance of military drones, the commercial databases of
US tech corporations, homeland security profiling at airports, and the interrogation of
detainees at Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) black sites (Andrejevic and Burdon,
2015: 31). The power of this media infrastructure lies both in the direct effects of its use
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and in the spectacle it presents of technological power. As Mattelart (2010) argues, this
‘globalization of surveillance’ builds on longer structures of criminalization and colonialism but now moves easily across earlier boundaries between state and industry, military and civilian policing, and internal and external security, inaugurating a new mode of
global control (pp. 198–199). This infrastructure works not by identifying individuals as
suspects, whether in a bulk or targeted fashion, but through diffuse and widespread monitoring based on algorithmic risk assessments (Lyon, 2003: 674, 2014: 3), which are
ultimately linked to maintaining the rule of capital and empire. Race too is inscribed in
this infrastructure, producing a global ‘identity-industrial complex’ and a ‘raceless racism’ embedded in identity databases, bodily surveillance (Browne, 2009), and ‘rational
discrimination’ (Gandy, 2010: 30).

Mass versus targeted surveillance
If we look at the current policy debates and different forms of mainstream political resistance against government surveillance in the wake of the Snowden revelations, we generally observe not resistance but complicity with the institutionalized structures of empire
through the way in which the surveillance problem is framed and addressed. Specifically,
the current debate has snapped to grid on a techno-legal distinction between mass and targeted surveillance. Experts in policy circles now widely use this distinction to frame the
injustices done by ongoing government surveillance programs, the NSA’s in particular, and
the way the injustices should be addressed through the political process and elsewhere.
In these framings, mass surveillance stands for the large-scale data gathering activities of governments about everyone. Thus, mass surveillance is indiscriminate, by definition. It involves methods that sweep up the data and communications of the entire
population, notably including those of innocent people. Widely discussed examples are
the US government program of bulk collection of communications meta-data (Greenwald,
2013) and the wholesale global interception of communications that flow through fiberoptic cables (Washington Post, 2013). The value of bulk collection is that it would allow
the government to find the needle in the haystack ‘because international terrorists inevitably leave footprints when they recruit, train, finance, and plan their operations’ (Review
Group, 2013). Thus, this logically leads to ‘the NSA’s collection of everything it can
obtain on every communications channel to which it can get access’ (Schneier, 2014b).
And ‘because such information overwhelmingly concerns the behavior of ordinary, lawabiding individuals, there is a substantial risk of serious invasions of privacy’ (Review
Group, 2013). Moreover, the notion of mass surveillance is used to raise the specter of
the all-seeing state that no longer respects freedom, resembling an Orwellian or simply
non-Western society: ‘Ubiquitous surveillance should have died with the fall of
Communism’ (Schneier, 2014a).
By contrast, targeted surveillance is portrayed as the collection of the data and communications of those who are considered to be the legitimate targets of government
investigation and repression. It involves targeted collection methods, such as government agents actively and covertly taking control of specific communications channels
and devices to gather data on specific individuals. The targets are typically short-handedly referred to as those who want to harm ‘us’ – criminals, terrorists, and foreign powers
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that threaten the interests of the proper community. Thus, it follows that targeted surveillance represents ‘the best of the NSA and is exactly what we want it to do’ (Schneier,
2014b) or what we should prefer it to do instead of mass surveillance (Blaze, 2014).
From a legal perspective, the legitimacy of surveillance is situated in the application
of legal review and scrutiny by relevant judicial and executive authorities. As United
Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur (2014) Emmerson concludes in a recent report, ‘[w]ith
targeted surveillance, it is possible to make an objective assessment of the necessity and
proportionality of the contemplated surveillance, weighing the degree of the proposed
intrusion against its anticipated value to a particular investigation’ (p. 4). The assumption
here is that targeted surveillance can be considered an appropriate use of state power if
the legal system is granted the task of assessing its proportionality.
Thus, the distinction between mass and targeted surveillance helps to narrowly delineate the contested terrain. What is not questioned is the larger political, economic, and
military function of national and global surveillance practices. In principle, the state
surveillance apparatus is considered legitimate as long as it has and pursues legitimate
targets, such as criminals and terrorists, and respects the fundamental rights and freedoms of the population, protected through the UN Charter or constitutional rights such
as the Fourth Amendment in the United States. The grounding of protections in legal
rights such as the Fourth Amendment here also serves to cultivate inclusion in an imagined (national) community:
In a free society […], people are secure in the sense that they need not fear that their conversations
and activities are being watched, monitored, questioned, interrogated, or scrutinized. Citizens
are free from this kind of fear. In unfree societies, by contrast, there is no right to be let alone,
and people struggle to organize their lives to avoid the government’s probing eye. (Review
Group, 2013: 44)

The distinction between mass and targeted surveillance practices is problematically
superficial on many levels. First, the distinction relies on a rather formal separation
between industry and government surveillance. Clearly, Internet users are already subjects of the comprehensive collection and analysis of their data and communications by
corporations. This industry surveillance is taking place in the shadow of explicit laws
and secret informal arrangements allowing for government access to data. The specific
value that corporate entities or government agencies may try to extract from their surveillance of populations may be different, but ultimately, it is unproductive to treat them as
separate problems (Gürses and Diaz, 2013).
Second, as argued above, the distinction relies on an imaginary in which those under
surveillance are only those who deserve to be targets. Even in cases of targeted collection
methods, however, the data that are collected relates to more than those imagined as
‘legitimate targets’. Not only individuals or organizations but also parts of the technical
infrastructure and entire countries are the subjects of targeted government data surveillance programs. As journalist Glen Greenwald has reported, for example, Yemen’s digital infrastructure – in this case, Wi-Fi signals in the air – is used to map cities, which
allows the NSA to monitor a population, online and offline. Apparent internal NSA mottos (‘We Track ’Em, You Whack ’Em’) point to the ways monitoring provides the basis
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for lethal action (Poitras et al., 2014; Priest, 2013; Scahill and Greenwald, 2014). Even
in a world of only targeted surveillance, agencies like the NSA would target a variety of
‘innocent’ entities to establish information dominance for the national security and foreign affairs purposes they pursue, which go far beyond keeping an eye on individuals or
organizations allegedly posing a direct threat.
At a strategic level, the focus on bulk collection practices within the counter-surveillance rhetoric apparently serves the purpose of broadening the audience for this agenda.
It invokes an emotional category toward the politically privileged and stays clear of
discussions of how specific communities like African Americans, indigenous communities, ethnic and religious minorities have long been deliberately targeted and disproportionately affected. If the problem is mass surveillance, then what is at stake is not a
violent geo-political agenda led by a few very powerful states or the deliberate targeting
of communities within national contexts, but that now ‘everybody’ is under surveillance.
The ‘innocent citizens’ who are unduly victims of mass surveillance programs must then
stand up for their freedom. They must set a precedent that defines the value of freedom,
which through programs like the Internet freedom agenda is presented as safeguarded by
the United States and US-based technology companies (US Secretary of State, 2010). In
sum, according to this line of thinking, it is essential that the NSAs of this world dismantle their mass surveillance programs and restrict them to activities directed at their legitimate targets, that is, criminals, terrorists, and foreign powers.

Crypto as the answer
The bottom line is that encryption works.
Edward Snowden

While some legal reforms have been proposed that would render certain bulk collection
programs illegal, proposals for the use and wider deployment of encryption technologies
have become the dominant theme in counter-surveillance initiatives. Partly, this turn to
technological solutions flows from a distrust within the (security) engineering community, be it academics or engineering practitioners, toward these mainstream political
institutions. Specifically, members of these communities tend to be skeptical about the
possibility of achieving institutional change and unimpressed by the apparent lack of
legal reform in this specific political moment (Williams, 2014; Zetter, 2014). Even if the
relevant institutions could be marshaled against surveillance programs, the programs
could continue secretly. Hence, many in the technical community in the United States
and the United Kingdom see the re-engineering of communication systems and protocols
as a preferable solution and as the most effective protection against mass surveillance,
the anathema of a free society. But what is crypto, and what is it not, and what does it
mean to develop a counter-surveillance strategy around technical solutions?
In very simplified terms, encryption is the process of encoding information in humanreadable media into a garbled state so that only intended parties with access to a decoding mechanism and a secret decryption key can access its content. When encryption is
applied to data flowing over the Internet, that is, it is garbled, it disables others than the
intended recipients to access the content of the information transmitted. Similarly,
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organizations can encrypt data they hold in storage. However, if they hold a copy of the
secret key, they can still provide governments or others access to this information.
In the last few decades, encryption has become more readily available to the masses.
Knowledge of advanced encryption techniques used to be tightly controlled by states and
their intelligence agencies. The ‘cypherpunks’, originally a group of mostly US-based
activist-technologists, played an important role in the availability of advanced crypto for
civilian use. According to this group, it is up to ‘coders’ to guarantee privacy to the
masses through technological design. Cypherpunks argued that with the proliferation of
communication networks, governments would inevitably increase their surveillance
capabilities. As an antidote, they proposed technologies in the communications infrastructure in order to ensure the confidentiality of information. They further envisioned
techniques to conceal the identity of a user to a communication partner and to hide from
third parties who is communicating with whom. Put together, confidentiality of information and anonymity, and the technologies for making these properties attainable for the
public, were considered fundamental to the freedom of the individual in the face of
organized surveillance of ‘governments, corporations, or other large, faceless organizations [that cannot be expected to] grant us privacy out of their beneficence’ (Hughes,
1993). In the current counter-surveillance debates, technical experts are referring to this
technical understanding of privacy based on confidentiality and anonymity when debating privacy.
In contrast to the libertarian underpinnings of many cypherpunks, technical experts
and their supporters have used ‘effectivity’ as the lens through which to evaluate
responses to the surveillance programs and to promote privacy technologies as a way to
mitigate against mass surveillance, for example, ‘encryption makes bulk surveillance too
expensive’ (Cassidy, 2014). Four main recurring arguments confirm the prominence of
neoliberal economics as the register through which to discuss surveillance programs and
to select appropriate technical counter-measures. The first simply claims that mass surveillance programs are ineffective in achieving their goals (Corrigan, 2015; Schneier,
2015). Despite the existence of these multi-billion dollar projects, it is argued, there is no
evidence that the intelligence gathered has helped to prevent an imminent terrorist attack
(Nakashima, 2014).
Second, by collecting information about everyone, technical experts posit that the
resources of the agency are distributed on too many leads, the overwhelming majority
of which are likely to be false positives. As Snowden puts it, ‘I believe investing in
mass surveillance at the expense of traditional, proven methods can cost lives, and history has shown my concerns are justified’ (European Parliament, 2014). This is also in
line with the ‘diminishing returns on surveillance’ theory, which states that ‘a great
amount of surveillance is produced for the first few units of intelligence budget
invested, but less and less intelligence is produced as this budget is increased’ (Danezis
and Wittneben, 2006)
The third argument asserts that encryption can reverse the trend of the decreasing
costs of mass surveillance. If encryption is applied ‘everywhere’, then the intelligence
agencies would no longer be able to scoop massive amounts of unprotected data. Rather,
the maintaining of effective surveillance capabilities would then require intelligence
agencies to spend greater resources on breaking encryption, asking for the information
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from service providers directly through a legal process, or by knocking on a target’s door.
As Bruce Schneier puts it,
The NSA and others do mass surveillance because it’s easier than targeting. Initiatives like
Reset the Net force governments into targeted surveillance. That’s how we win. (Reset the
Net, 2014)

Thus, if by raising the costs the government can be brought to abstain from indiscriminate surveillance, they will be forced to go back to ‘surveillance founded upon
individualized suspicion’, which is seen as a practice ‘above reproach’ (European
Parliament, 2014). Even better, the fourth argument goes, intelligence agencies will be
forced to switch from passive to active attacks, for instance through exploiting vulnerabilities in systems, which are easier for targets to detect. By virtue of their cost and visibility, active attacks will further dampen attempts at indiscriminate surveillance. For
these reasons, they are regarded as preferable to passive (and stealthy) mass surveillance
(Dam and Lin, 1996).
The dominance of economic arguments among the technical community does not
come as a surprise. Security researchers who study cryptography have traditionally evaluated the strength of proposed schemes based on the time and resources it would take an
adversary to break the scheme. But taken outside of their disciplinary boundaries, these
economic arguments fall short of addressing what is politically at stake with the surveillance programs, and what would count as appropriate counter-surveillance strategies.
Strikingly, by focusing on economics and technical design, technical experts avoid
taking a clear position on the national security systems they are seeking to effectively
counter. For example, the economic arguments that intelligence agencies are inefficient and that there is a diminishing return on surveillance may be intended as strategic
rhetoric, but they also implicitly position counter-surveillance advocates as concerned
with the efficiency of national security projects. It is unclear to us whether this vague
positioning is preferred because it allows computer scientists and security engineers to
appeal to the national security establishment or because it allows for pluralism in matters of national security among their ranks. According to its proponents, the economic
arguments ‘aspire to bring rationality’ into the counter-surveillance discussion
(Anderson, 2014). However, they also provide space for political maneuvering which
requires further deliberation given computer scientists’ and security researchers’
increased entanglement with national security projects through ‘cybersecurity research
funding’ (Slye, 2013).
Security researchers were most vocal about the reported NSA’s weakening of encryption standards vetted by the US national standards body National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and spoke against the secret corruption of the ‘crypto-infrastructure’ that underlies many computer security projects. These researchers, typically members of an international research community, argued that availability of strong crypto to
the masses and industry is not at odds with, but rather part and parcel of, a national
agenda. Researchers in the United States published a statement condemning both mass
surveillance and the weakening of computer security; the latter was framed as a threat to
the national economy:
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[Our country] must give intelligence and law-enforcement authorities the means to pursue
terrorists and criminals, but we can do so without fundamentally undermining the security that
enables commerce, entertainment, personal communication, and other aspects of 21st-century
life. (Open Letter from US Researchers in Cryptography and Information Security, 2014)

Their UK counterparts focused on how the weakening of computer security was a
threat to national security itself:
By weakening all our security so that [our governments] can listen in to the communications of
our enemies, they also weaken our security against our potential enemies. (Open Letter from
UK Security Researchers, 2013)

Especially, the letter of the UK researchers surfaces the double bind that these
researchers find themselves in. They are expected to serve as gatekeepers in national
security, such as is evident in the recently redefined cybersecurity programs (HM
Government, 2014). At the same time, the integrity of their practice is threatened through
the weakening of computer security to serve the ends of intelligence gathering. These
researchers could have used this opportunity to also condemn the way in which their
scientific practices are increasingly folded into national security projects through cybersecurity programs. However, the distinction between computer (or information) security
and cybersecurity is not always self-evident and is blurred in both statements. Both computer security and cybersecurity are concerned with protecting technical systems from
attacks. However, cybersecurity, when defined through the lens of national security,
comes with a license to break from normal democratic procedure and with steep funding
for national security programs (Nissenbaum, 2005). The question is then whether there
is space for those within this funding regime to express discontent beyond the protection
of the integrity of their disciplinary practice, and to resist being integrated into national
security projects.

Depoliticization and re-politicization
Policy debates on government surveillance and encryption initiatives are marked by an
underlying drive to depoliticize. Wendy Brown describes depoliticization as involving
the construing of ‘inequality, subordination, marginalization, and social conflict, which
all require political analysis and political solutions, as personal and individual, on the
one hand, or as natural, religious, or cultural on the other’ (Brown, 2006: 15). It is both a
mode of disavowing the constitutive histories and powers that organize a political issue
such as surveillance as well as a way of substituting ‘emotional and personal vocabularies for political ones in formulating solutions to political problems’. Depoliticization is
linked to the ‘diffusion of market rationality across the political and social spheres precipitated by the ascendancy of neoliberalism’ (Brown, 2006: 16–17).
The ultimately artificial separation of industry surveillance from government surveillance reflects neoliberalism’s purported separation of the economic and political spheres,
the former assumed to be the realm of ‘natural’ market forces, the latter a realm of politics per se. The consequent depoliticization of industry surveillance leads to its being
discussed simply in terms of individual consumer preference. Privacy advocate Chris
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Soghoian captures this thinking in his comment that ‘It would be fairer if there was a
situation where consumers could choose privacy’ (Roberts, 2012). Thus, consumer cryptography can be posed as a solution to state surveillance by trading on the neoliberal
valorization of market solutions for political problems. But turning privacy into a marketable commodity creates new power relationships centered upon tech corporations and
renders privacy a privilege for those who can afford it.
While the Snowden revelations have clearly been disastrous for the reputations of
major tech corporations, the emphasis on the technical aspects of the surveillance problem may have made the situation more manageable for them. Deployment of encrypted
services can now serve as the basis of public relations campaigns. The idea that solutions
for societal problems can come from technical progress and sophistication in the private
sector is the bread and butter of Silicon Valley corporations. The fact that most of the
solutions deployed by industry merely reshape industry interactions with government
agencies is left unaddressed (Van Hoboken and Rubinstein, 2014). Unsurprisingly, in
light of the above, the political and legal reforms to ensure otherwise have simply not
been realized. While industry and government officials in the United States publicly
fight about surveillance and counter-surveillance measures, they all seem to agree on the
need to ensure continued US dominance in foreign tech markets for economic as well as
national security reasons.
Finally, situating the solution in a shift from mass surveillance to targeted surveillance
assumes a liberal subject (usually coded as White, male, and middle class) who is seen
as possessing ‘privacy’ as an abstract individual right. This camouflages the norms and
social relations – such as those pertaining to race and class – that shape surveillance in
its modes of practice and legitimization. The suspicion-based surveillance that most liberal privacy advocates argue for can itself be the basis for the racialized criminalization
of communities but to understand how that happens requires paying attention to the very
specific ways that racialized groups are impacted by state surveillance.
It is no coincidence that the revelations that have received the least attention in the
United States are precisely those which point toward the targeted surveillance of Arabs,
Muslims, and anyone suspected of being Muslim. In July 2014, Greenwald and Hussain
published an article that identified specific targets of NSA surveillance and showed how
individuals were being placed under surveillance based on their political activities as
suspicious. All of those named as targets were prominent Muslim Americans (Greenwald
and Hussain, 2014). It was later revealed by Intercept that the number of people on the
National Counterterrorism Center’s no-fly list had increased 10-fold to 47,000 under the
Obama administration. Classified yet leaked documents also showed that the Center
maintains a fast growing database of a million terrorism suspects worldwide, increasingly including biometric data. This database includes 20,800 persons within the United
States, who are disproportionately concentrated in Dearborn, Michigan, with its significant Arab American population (Scahill and Devereaux, 2014). Neither of these stories
circulated very widely in the legal and tech privacy advocacy worlds because they did
not fit the paradigm of a Big Brother government conducting mass surveillance on ‘ordinary Americans’.
Despite its political shortcomings, the counter-surveillance response helped marshal some to the streets and many to their keyboards. But few of these initiatives have
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focused on building solidarity with those communities and countries that suffer the
violence of these surveillance programs. For example, since the revelations, little has
been done to reach out to campaigns in California, or in New York City, where communities are organizing against police surveillance (Craun, 2014; Stop LAPD Spying
Coalition, 2014; Sulahry, 2014), or to communities in Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen,
or Kurdistan that are subject to massive amounts of surveillance and linked violence.
If the problem is defined only in terms of a loss of privacy due to mass surveillance,
then encryption would indeed be a possible universal solution and community-based
political campaigns would be peripheral. But how the problem is defined already
involves assumptions about whose experiences of surveillance are to be addressed and
whose ignored, and whether it seems possible to ‘design away’ the problem or whether
a broader political critique is called for.
Countering the systems of digital surveillance that governments have developed is
an urgent political project. Yet any such project has to begin from an analysis of the
political uses to which such surveillance is put: the maintenance of a neoliberal empire,
structured by racial, gender, and economic inequalities. Such an analysis cannot be
produced within the disciplinary boundaries of technical and legal discourses. Yet, the
prevailing tendency since Snowden’s revelations has been to limit the range of possible solutions and appropriate discussion to narrowly defined techno-legal parameters,
while referring to the popular, but in this case flawed imagery of Big Brother-style
mass surveillance. Unfortunately, the legal and technical spheres cannot contribute to
the deeply political challenge prompted by Snowden’s revelations without themselves
undergoing a thorough politicization. That politicization might begin with a sense of
modesty with regard to suggested counter-surveillance ‘fixes’ but ought also to enable
the institutional resources of academic disciplines to be deployed to create a much
broader discussion. When contributing to the challenge at hand, legal scholars need to
be open to the problem of systemic failure of the legal system and the limitations
imposed by a recurring methodological nationalism. Tech scholars need to recognize
that their counter-surveillance initiatives will only be meaningful if rooted in a design
process shared with those whose lives are supposed to be improved by the deployment
of counter-surveillance technologies. ‘Baking encryption into internet standards’ is an
interesting starting point, as it can avoid privacy technologies being a luxury of the
privileged. Yet, even then, hard questions remain. For instance, given that expertise in
cryptography is concentrated in centers of power, would existing knowledge dependencies be exacerbated with proposed new encryption standards? Those disproportionately subject to surveillance need to be able to co-define the nature of the problem as
well as appropriate technical and non-technical responses. More than ever, in order to
remain a potential site of democracy and justice, the global technological infrastructure needs to be subject to public examination and critique to avoid reproducing the
legitimating assumptions of national security projects.
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Abstract
This article focuses on the case of Google, the newly emerged US Internet industry
and global geographical market expansion. Google’s struggles in China, where Chinese
domestic Internet firm, Baidu, controls the market, have been commonly presented
in the Western mainstream media in terms of a struggle over a strategic information
infrastructure between two nation states – newly ‘emerging’ global power China
countering the United States, the world’s current hegemon and information empire.
Is China really becoming an imperial rival to the United States? What is the nature
of this opposition over this new industry? Given that the search engine industry in
China is heavily backed by transnational capital – and in particular US capital – and is
experiencing intense inter-capitalist competition, this perceived view of inter-state rivalry
is incomplete and misleading. By looking at the tussle over the global search business,
this article seeks to illuminate the changing dynamics of the US-led transnationalizing
capitalism in the context of China’s reintegration into the global capitalist market.
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Baidu, geopolitics of information, Google, information empire, search engine

Search engine technology is so seamlessly embedded in our daily lives that it masks
immense political, economical, and social battlefields. While the most frequently propagated notion of the search technology is a tool for ‘universal access to knowledge’ or
‘equal information access to all’, it has grown to become an indispensable component of
the world’s cross-border information infrastructure, circulating an array of new information, commodities, services, and culture over an extraterritorial network – the Internet.
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Today, the search engine industry sits at the fulcrum of the transnational capitalist market
system. It has woven itself not only into the information and communication sectors but
also across a wide array of other industries, including automobiles, manufacturing, home
electronics, health, education, and fashion, reorganizing them into its own profit domains.
The search engine is no longer simply an information retrieval system; rather, it is an
economic infrastructure for the expansion of transnational capitalist markets, as it has
positioned itself strategically within the complex and dynamic extraterritorial network of
the Internet. Understanding this, it is necessary to ask who shapes and controls this newly
emerged critical information and communication infrastructure?
Search, this essential infrastructure for the transnational market system, is dominated
by the US-based search engine industry – mainly Google. As this new wave of the US
information industry is expanding its business profile around the globe, the United States
seems to be continuing its position of unchallenged information empire, controlling the
major information and communication infrastructure as the country maintains and
expands its political, economical, and cultural influences abroad. However, this has reopened and expanded a geopolitical flash point, revealing that the vast unequal structure
of information and communication power as the US dominance of this critical information and communication infrastructure is being heavily challenged.
One of the most contested territories for Google is China. China is an interesting case
because, not merely has it been over the last three decades the world’s fastest-growing
economic growth zone1 and Internet market by number of subscribers, but also has reintegrated itself into the US-led global capitalist market system. China constitutes a glaring
exception to Google’s global market dominance: the homegrown search engine firm,
Baidu, holds almost 80% of China’s search engine market by revenue, and combined
China’s top three search engines, Baidu, Qihoo, and Sohu, command almost 90% of the
market (Mozur and Tadena, 2013).
Google’s struggles in China have been commonly couched in the mainstream media as
a battle between Google, the newly ‘emerging’ global power China as a new rival to the
current hegemon – the United States, the bearer of liberal democracy – and Baidu, representing China’s authoritarian regime. After Google’s partial withdrawal from China due
to its dispute over the 2010 censorship and hacking incident,2 the Washington Post editorialized, ‘Google has taken the admirable step of embracing open and public resistance’
(Google vs. China, 2010). The Scientific American called it the ‘first great clash of the
21st century’s two emergent superpowers – Google and China’ (Moyer, 2014).
Is China really a threat to the long-standing US global dominance? Is this the signaling of a new information and communication order? What is the nature of this conflict
that is roiling this important new industry? By looking at the geopolitics of search
through the case of Google and the global expansion of Internet markets – specifically in
the context of China where Google is uncharacteristically struggling to make headway
– this article shows that the understanding of Google in China exclusively as a power
struggle between two nation states to control a new strategic information and communication infrastructure is inadequate. I will instead illustrate that the structure of political
economy that animates relations between Google, the United States, the transnational
Internet industry, and China is, in fact, suggestively ambiguous by illuminating the
changing dynamics of the US-led transnationalizing capitalism.
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Infrastructure of control
While it is invisible to millions of everyday users, Google’s search business is firmly
rooted in an extensive material infrastructure, which is a precondition of geographical
expansion and capital accumulation. Today, Google has more than 70 offices in over 40
countries around the globe, offers search in more than 130 languages,3 and makes up
almost 25% of Internet traffic in North America – bigger than Facebook, Netflix, and
Twitter combined (Worstall, 2013).
Early on, Google understood the importance of network infrastructure in order to
operate myriad products – Google search, maps, docs, voice, YouTube, and so on –
around the clock and establish its market dominance over the Internet. Since 2005,
Google has been acquiring the unused fiber optic cable called ‘dark fiber’ left dormant
by the dot-com crash of the late 1990s and early 2000s (Rowinski, 2013). Securing as
much dark fiber as possible is a strategic move because the company can use this fiber to
build its own Internet backbone to serve its digital services instead of relying on other
telecom firms. The company has, to date, built 13 mega data centers including those in
Taiwan, Singapore, Finland, Belgium, Ireland, Chile, and the Netherlands and has an
unknown number of collocation sites where it rents data center space around the world.
Google also owns a large private global backbone network including some 100,000 route
miles of fiber optic cables, bigger than its rival US telecom giant Sprint’s US continental
network of 40,000 miles (Fitzgerald and Ante, 2013). Google’s massive commercial
infrastructure, as revealed by Edward Snowden’s trove of leaked National Security
Agency (NSA) documents, also works hand-in-glove with the US global surveillance
regime, feeding untold amounts of data to NSA’s programs4 (see Guerses et al. in this
Special Issue).
To further Google’s reach and connect geographically dispersed markets, Google is
literally going underwater, participating in building several submarine cables. These
include Unity, a Trans-Pacific submarine communication cable between Japan and the
United States;5 a Southeast Asia–Japan Cable (SJC) system called ‘Faster’ which connects China, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Singapore, and Brunei with Japan and then
runs to the United States;6 and a newly launched US–Brazil submarine cable project.7
With this expansive material infrastructure in hand, Google is establishing its information and communication control and seeking to extend its territory of profit.8 However,
despite Google’s gargantuan infrastructure, technical and labor capabilities, and financial resources, it has not been able to conquer the world’s largest Internet market in terms
of number of subscribers and the world’s leading growth zone: China.
In China, 632 million people are logged on and spend an average of 25.9 hours a week
online (Roberts, 2014). According to the report by China Internet Network Information
Center (2015), as of 2014, the country had a little over 47.9% Internet penetration rate
and still has much fertile ground where digital capital can dig. By comparison, the United
States has about 279 million Internet users and has almost 87% Internet penetration.9
China’s Internet economy is larger than that of the United States in terms of percentage
of gross domestic product (GDP), with Internet-related economic activities expected to
reach 22% of the incremental GDP growth expected through 2025 – translating to
$2.28 trillion of China’s GDP (Dobbs et al., 2014). The US capital, including Google,
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desperately wants a piece of the burgeoning Internet sector in the world’s fastest-growing economy.
In 2006, when Google first entered the meteoric Chinese market, the center of the
debate in the US mainstream media was whether Google would compromise its ‘do no
evil’ corporate principle, and whether Google’s services, even in a limited or censored
form, would help to ‘democratize’ China. Despite Google’s self-styled corporate moral
high ground, the Washington Post revealed that Google’s business interests were at the
center of the company’s motivation, considering that ‘the opportunity in China proved
too important to resist’ (Dean and Delaney, 2005).
For 5 years, before its partial withdrawal from mainland China, Google aggressively
built strategic partnerships with major Chinese firms like China Mobile, Qihoo, and Sina
and invested large amounts of capital in research and development (R&D). However,
Google struggled to gain a foothold, while Baidu was able to increase its visibility and
maintain its competitive advantage. Google’s dismal revenue generation in China is
often attributed to China’s state policy heavily favoring domestic capital and censorship
by Google itself and the mainstream media, but this offers only a partial answer. To fully
understand Google and other US Internet firms’ hindrance in China, we must look at the
wider context of China’s reintegration into the global capitalist economy.

China: Google’s exception
By the 1980s, China had begun to open its information and communication sectors to
transnational capital. But as Zhao asserts, with its entry into the World Trade Organization
(WTO), China accelerated its integration into the global market system by reorganizing
and expanding its information and communication provision. Unlike most other regions
of the world, China has succeeded in building a national information and communication
industry that is now tightly interwoven into the US-led global information-based capitalism (Zhao, 2003: 54).
In the process of shifting to a more state-capital-oriented economy, Chinese Party
State industrial policy has prioritized its information and communication sectors, treating them as pillar industries of strategic importance and key economic sectors to link to
global capitalism (Hong, 2011; Zhao, 2008). In the 1970s, the post-Mao Chinese
Communist party launched a national campaign centered on four areas of ‘modernization’ – agriculture, industry, national defense, and science and technology. Former
Chinese President Jiang Zemin once stated, ‘None of the four modernizations would be
possible without informatization’ (People’s Daily, 2002). By the 1990s, China had implemented extensive industrial reform policies to develop its domestic information and
communication sectors, including the building of special economic zones and statefunded technology parks, supporting homegrown software and hardware information
technology (IT) firms, and investing in state-sponsored large-scale IT infrastructure initiatives (Hong, 2011; Hughes and Wacker, 2003; Zhao, 2007).
Liberalizing its information and communication sectors was thus central to Chinese
industrial policy reform and key to substantial investment by foreign capital over the last
2 decades. Through the terms of WTO accession, many domestic and foreign firms have
been able to pursue their mutual interests by giving foreign firms access to the highly
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lucrative and growing Chinese market, and in exchange giving Chinese firms access to
foreign capital (Zhao, 2008: 153). This process is carefully orchestrated by the Chinese
Party State, which restricts and controls inflows of foreign capital penetration in its strategic industries, including information and communication as a way to nurture its domestic markets (Schiller, 2011; Zhao, 2005).
Joint ventures, Joint R&D, and a complex quasi-legal structure called Variable Interest
Entities (VIEs) are common vehicles for Chinese firms to access foreign capital and
foreign capital to access the Chinese Internet market. Many leading Chinese Internet
firms use VIEs as a workaround in which foreign investment is deployed to draw foreign
capital into restricted industries without directly controlling ownership.10 Via a series of
complex contractual agreements with Chinese subsidiaries, VIEs enable the overseaslisted company to effectively run its operations inside China.
The VIE structure is referred to as the Sina-model structure because it was first
deployed in 2000 by Chinese Internet company Sina. Major Chinese Internet companies like Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Tudou, Sohu.com, and JD.com have been listed on
the stock markets in the United States, Hong Kong, and Shanghai using the VIE structure (Shaw and Chow, 2011). In 2011, the law firm Cadwallader reported in the
Financial Times that 42% of Chinese companies listed on the US stock exchange were
using the VIE structure, with thousand more unlisted companies operating in the same
way (Hille, 2011).
The Chinese Party State is well aware that many of its Internet firms use VIEs to draw
in foreign capital, and that foreign capital uses VIEs to invest in the restricted Chinese
Internet industry. Yet, for a long time, the Chinese government has maintained an ambiguous policy stance toward them, neither declaring VIEs illegal nor attempting to clamp
down on the system and practice. On the flip side, according to a report by the US–China
Economic and Security Review Commission, the US shareholders in Chinese Internet
firms face ‘major risk’ since they do not have ownership control in the event that Chinese
courts declare those contractual agreements illegal (Rosier, 2014). One might question
why the Chinese Party State doesn’t take action against VIEs to restrict foreign capital
into Chinese strategic industries? Why do the US investors continue to invest in Chinese
Internet firms in this manner?
For the Chinese government, this ambiguous stand allows for state control at arm’s
length while effectively maneuvering between national and transnational capital and
controlling the flow of foreign capital into strategic industries. Meanwhile, the US government’s calling the VIE structure illegal is an attempt to nudge China to further open
the Chinese Internet market. At the same time, there is an unspoken understanding among
transnational capitalists that the Chinese state is unlikely to take any measures that will
negatively affect major Internet firms because too many firms are using VIEs, which
involves massive financial stakes across the sector (Pearson, 2012). Alibaba’s CEO Jack
Ma, in his talk at the China 2.0 conference in 2011 at the Stanford University Graduate
School of Business, assured the audience that the People’s Republic of China (PRC)
would not regulate the VIE structure given that so many Chinese Internet firms commonly operate as VIEs.11 Ma was correct. In early 2015, Chinese Ministry of Commerce
released a draft revising its Foreign Investment Law favoring transnational capital by
legalizing VIEs in which foreign shareholders are allowed to operate in Internet
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industries along with telecommunications and education industries (Cover, 2015). The
change from the Chinese state was intended to ensure foreign capital’s continued investment into China’s Internet sectors, signaling transnational capital that it is welcome by
the state and safe to operate in China.
Thus, the rise of Chinese Internet firms like Baidu needs to be understood within the
context tightly interwoven with the interests of both transnational and domestic capital
and domestic and transnational capital classes. However, China is unique in that despite
being fueled by transnational capital, the Chinese Party State has grown its own robust
domestic information and communication industry which is at the center of its economic
development – something that post-World War II (WWII), Western Europe has failed to
achieve – yet intentionally creates seemingly ambiguous regulatory structures that give
Chinese Internet firms access to foreign capital.
Both China and the US recognize that transnational capital is so inexorably tied into
the Chinese Internet industry that it would be hard to untangle these interests without
harming both domestic and foreign capital, including the financial interests of party-state
elites. This is not an accidental outcome. Rather, it is the direct result of Chinese state
policy as it shifts to a more market-oriented economy, ingesting transnational capital as
one of its primary tactics to integrate China into the global economy. Given the extent of
absorption of transnational capital into China’s Internet sectors, Google and other
Internet firms’ struggles in China are more akin to escalated inter-transnational capitalist
rivalries attempting to capture newly lucrative markets in economic growth zones.

Baidu rises
To understand Google in China, we thus have to make better sense of its inter-transnational rivalry with Baidu. Baidu typifies the Chinese Internet industry developed and
nurtured by Chinese economic policy and the entanglements of transnational capital and
transnational class interests. Baidu was co-founded in 2000 by Robin Li and Eric Xu,
Chinese nationals educated in the United States. In 1999, the two raised $1.2 million in
seed money from Silicon Valley venture capital firms Integrity Partners and Peninsula
Capital (Barboza, 2006). With that seed money, Baidu was incorporated in the Cayman
Islands using the VIE structure. In 2005, Goldman Sachs and Piper Jaffray (PJC), along
with Credit Suisse First Boston (CS), underwrote Baidu’s Initial Public Offering (IPO),
committing the banks to purchase a certain amount of Baidu shares at an agreed-upon
price and listing it on the NASDAQ stock exchange. It was the biggest NASDAQ IPO
since the dot-com boom of 2000. At the time of its IPO, the Silicon Valley venture capital
firm Draper Fisher Jurvetson – which had also invested in Yahoo!, Skype, and others –
owned nearly a third of Baidu (Barboza, 2014). Soon after its IPO, Baidu secured another
$10 million from Draper Fisher Jurvetson and IDG Technology Venture (Barboza, 2006).
As of 2014, 84% of Baidu’s shares were held by 574 financial institutions including the
US private equity and sovereign wealth funds.
Baidu, as part of its accumulation and competitive strategy, is aggressively building
partnerships with foreign companies including Viacom, Dell, Google’s competitor Bing,
and Uber as well as with other domestic IT companies. Baidu’s domestic competitors
include Qihoo, Tencent, and Alibaba,12 which all took similar paths as they grew through
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transnational capital and transnational integration. The Chinese Internet service sector,
fueled by transnational capital, has been fiercely competitive, dynamic, and unstable as
firms have diversified their accumulation strategies and attempted to move into each
other’s territories. China’s Internet giants Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent are flexing their
muscles to maintain dominance in their own domains as well as exerting power to horizontally diversify to extend into the entire Internet space. Yet, similar to the US Internet
firms, their dominant positions are far from unwavering, facing intense domestic competition as Chinese Internet firms actively search for inroads into overseas markets.
Baidu’s CEO Robin Li stated that international expansion is an ‘important way’ for
the company to spur future growth, as the company searches for profit territories outside
China. Baidu is accelerating its global expansion with strategic alliances, with a goal of
having its services used by half of the world’s population by 2019 (Parra-Bernal, 2014).
Baidu demonstrated its transnational ambitions in 2007 when the company first
launched its Japanese services, partnering with Japanese e-commerce giant Rakuten.
However, its first foray into global expansion has not gone smoothly. In Japan, Yahoo!
dominates the market with over 50% market share – although Yahoo! search in Japan is
powered by the Google search algorithm, and Google also holds over 36% of the Japanese
market (Schaulzer, 2012). As a newcomer, Baidu was not able to make a dent in the
Japanese search market against these incumbents. Soon after, Baidu regrouped its global
strategies and launched services in Vietnam, Thailand, Egypt, Brazil, and Indonesia to
test those markets. These countries may seem randomly chosen, but they are in fact strategic as emerging markets and non-English territories not yet fully occupied by Google
and other US firms.
Brazil, one of the most densely populated countries in the world, has led the way for
Baidu’s transnationalization efforts. Brazil has the largest Internet population in South
America, is fifth in the world with over 107 million Internet users as of 2014, and with a
lot of potential growth – only 53% of its population has access to the Internet13 – and the
US companies have a relatively low presence there. Baidu’s strategy in Brazil is not to
attract Google users but new Internet users to Baidu. To tackle this potential growth
market, Baidu and the world’s second largest consumer electronics vendor Lenovo have
banded together and released the Baidu cloud-powered smartphone. In July 2014, Baidu
search went live in Brazil as the Brazilian and Chinese governments made a series of
agreements including the creation of a ‘digital city’ in the state of Tocantins funded by
the Chinese Development Bank (Mari, 2014). Baidu also recently obtained a controlling
stake in Brazilian online-discount company Peixe Urbano to further its push into Brazil
as it anticipates that the country’s e-commerce market will be growing 18% annually by
2016 (Parra-Bernal, 2014).
The Middle East is another region with a burgeoning number of Internet users that is
currently under-exploited by capital. In particular, Egypt is considered a strategic market
by Internet firms because it is the most populous country in the Middle East and the third
most populous in Africa. Kaiser Kuo, Baidu’s director of international communications,
told the press that Baidu was not only interested in standard Fusha Arabic script because
it is commonly used from the Maghreb to Mashriq, but also that Egypt is considered a
culturally dominant country in the Middle East, with a large amount of cultural production and a large number of trained engineers (Mahajan-Bansal, 2013).
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What makes these countries attractive markets for Baidu is that the Internet penetration in these countries is still relatively low, so growth is potentially significant. Thus,
Baidu is targeting populations and markets that are not yet fully saturated by the US-based
capital. So far, compared to its market power in China, Baidu’s overseas operations are
relatively small and limited, leading it to seek strategic partnerships to leverage its market power. As a start, Baidu is forging a relationship with a French multinational telecommunications company – Orange S.A., formerly France Telecom S.A. – to provide a
mobile browser for its Android customers in Africa and the Middle East (Thomas, 2013).
Recently, the company struck a deal with Microsoft where Bing search engine and
Microsoft-owned Nokia will serve Baidu maps to a large number of Chinese tourists
abroad14 for Baidu outside China.
Meanwhile, Baidu’s US counterparts are not sitting idly by in these markets. Google
increased its workforce by 50% in Brazil in 2011 as the Brazilian government sought to
heavily invest in Internet sectors as a strategy to accelerate and improve the country’s
social and economic conditions (Pearson, 2011). The company also turned up its profile
in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). In Egypt, during the Arab Spring – the
popular struggle that overthrew the US-backed authoritarian regime of Hosni Mubarak
and fought for democratic self-determination – Google exploited the story of its marketing executive Wael Ghonim to propagate its own foreign policy of digital capitalism.
Ghonim had created the Facebook page ‘We Are All Khaled Said’, the Egyptian man
killed by police and was himself later arrested and imprisoned for 12 days (Zetter, 2011).
Google and other US Internet firms, backed by liberal western media, portrayed Ghonim
as the face of ‘revolution 2.0’ (Vargas, 2012) and equating the Arab Spring with the
‘Internet/Facebook revolution’, thereby discounting and undermining a decade of work of
Egyptians for their own political and social struggle for justice and crassly promoting their
own business agenda. Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt described Ghonim as a hero. Ghonim
later worked for Google Ventures before leaving the company to join a start-up.
Shortly after the Arab Spring, Google’s calculative business strategy behind the story
of Ghonim was made obvious, as Google commissioned the Boston Consulting Group to
conduct market research probing for market opportunities (Schroeder, 2013). Google
states in its report that ‘One opportunity Google has embraced is investing in enhancing
the quality and quantity of Arabic content on the Internet. The Arabization of the Internet
represents a crucial component of Google’s strategy in the Middle East and North African
region’.15 In that region, Google is enticing elites like Ghonim with start-up funding and
programs like ‘Student Ambassadors’ who work as liaisons between Google and their
own campuses.16 While Google presents this as ‘empowering’ students and providing a
‘career opportunity’ it is clearly a business strategy meant to extend its market reach by
targeting young elites across the MENA region, which is now turning into a battle field
for digital capital. As Google gears up to further open the market and search for new
profit across the MENA region, does this mean that the company is giving up on China?

Google exits China?
We never left China, and we continue to believe in the market. It’s a very vibrant Internet
market. We have some of the best employees at Google and we continue to grow not only our
revenue but also our headcount in the country.17
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Despite Google’s public claim of moral superiority in its ‘withdrawal’ from China and
its ongoing criticism of Chinese censorship, it has never given up on its efforts to gain
market share in the world’s largest Internet market. In fact, the company quietly
turned off its much-publicized anti-censorship service in China after only 6 months
(Clark, 2013).
Google was praised for its ‘idealistic’ act of ‘leaving’ China in protest over Chinese
government censorship, presenting itself as the corporate moral vanguard. However,
Google has kept its R&D operations, Google offices, and ads businesses in Beijing and
Shanghai; in addition, it has never ceased its other business ventures in China. Daniel
Alegre, Google’s top executive in Asia, alluded to Google’s affirmed new strategy in
2012 saying, ‘Google is aiming to capitalize on its fast-growing Android operating system for mobile devices, online-advertising and product-search services to grow in China’
(Efrati and Chao, 2012). Google’s Android operating system (OS) runs on approximately
84% of Chinese smartphones, while Apple’s iOS has 12.8% of the market (Winkler,
2014). By providing Android OS on many different mobile phones, Google intends to
control the smartphone market by driving mobile traffic to Google services.
Given that the majority of cellphones run on Android OS, Google theoretically has a
competitive advantage in mobile in-app display advertising in China. Google’s AdMob’s
mobile display ads are embedded in more than 300,000 mobile applications (Patel,
2011), and there are more than 10,000 registered Android app developers in China (Lee,
2012). App developers and corporations such as BMW and General Motors are also
seeking to leverage Google’s AdMob service, which reaches smartphone users using
iPhones and iPads as well as Android devices (Lee, 2012). Most recently, Google has
been working to open a local version of the Google Play mobile app store to tap into the
Chinese mobile market (Minter, 2014).
These inroads, however, do not mean that the company is succeeding in gaining market share. Not only has Google’s general search market share in China been shrinking,
Google shut down its shopping and music services as it was not able to compete with
either Alibaba’s retail search service eTao or Baidu music. While Google has boasted
that the company has more than 900 million devices running Android OS, tens of millions of those Chinese smartphones use only the Android Open Source Platform, which
does not connect to Google services (Rushe and Arthur, 2013). The major Chinese
Internet firms like Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent have all created forked (modified) versions of Android OS, replacing Google services with their own. With this in mind,
whether Google can carve out market share in China remains open.
This uncertainty possibly helped to motivate Eric Schmidt to visit China in 2013,
when he made a public appearance as a mystery speaker at ‘Geek Park’ – the Chinese
version of TED talks – to target product managers, developers, and investors. At the
gathering of 3000 ‘geeks’, he spoke about Google’s Android OS and attempted to persuade local developers to write applications for the platform, enticing them by talking
about ways to monetize apps. Schmidt told the crowd, ‘don’t just settle for the China
market. Go after the world market’ (Castillo, 2013). He sounded more like a cheerleader
than a moralist.
Though the censorship issue has taken center stage in the media, Google CEO Eric
Schmidt has demonstrated that he knows the dynamics of the Chinese Internet market.
Before launching Google services in China, Schmidt expressed in a confidential
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presentation that his top concern was local competition (Dean and Delaney, 2005).
Unlike most other regions of the world, and even allowing for very extensive financial
involvement by the US and other foreign Internet firms, US search companies face real
intensifying competition from units of Internet capital based in China, as the Chinese
state’s policies enable and provide maneuverability for domestic digital capital to compete. This has long been a vexing issue for the US government and the US capital as they
have had limited access to China’s booming information and communication industry.
And Google and the US government’s moralist provocation of China’s censorship and
‘Internet freedom’ as a human rights issue is a way to pressure China to further open the
Internet market for the US capital rather than to challenge China’s repressive information
control to contain anti-capitalist political struggles against the Party State’s expansion of
market-oriented economic development.

Google versus China?
Do US Internet firms’ struggles in China, exemplified by Google, mean that China is a
new challenger to the long-standing US global dominance? Or will Google democratize
China by offering an ‘uncensored’ search engine, as western media claims? Behind this
nation-centric rhetoric, Wu rightfully posits that there is a ‘transitional discursive alliance’ that exists within and outside China. This alliance consists of the US government,
transnational capital, human rights activists, China’s liberal media professionals, public
intellectuals, and neoliberal-oriented state officials, who are all allied to promote selfinterested capitalist liberal democracy (Wu, 2014: 446).
As illustrated above, the rhetoric of inter-state rivalry between the United States versus China is undercut by the extent to which transnational capital has invested in China’s
Internet sector and conceals the interwoven political economic interests between the two
which requires some kind of coordination in sustaining, shaping, and expanding global
capitalism. Thus, the contention between China and the United States is neither about the
US’ efforts to mobilize the democratic movement to counter China via ‘new’ Internet
technologies nor about China’s attempts to challenge the US-led capitalism. The conflicts between Google, China, and the United States are not over whether capitalist development should structure and guide the information sector – or any other sector – but are
about the terms on which this development will proceed. Which companies, which units
of capital, and which states will dominate and appropriate the greatest share of the profits
that result?
The battles will continue between US- and China-based transnational capital over
which will occupy a better position in order to control this new site of profit. Yet, the
elites in both the United States and China have a mutual understanding that transnational
cooperation is vital to sustain global capitalism. Their economic interests are tightly
enmeshed within the transnationalized global economy, in which information and communication play a pivotal role. In fact, this is far from a hidden political economic
agenda.
At the 2014 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit in Beijing, President
Obama called for greater economic cooperation between the two countries to further
both of their interests:
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In fact, over recent decades the United States has worked to help integrate China into the global
economy – not only because it’s in China’s best interest, but because it’s in America’s best
interests, and the world’s best interests. We want China to do well. We compete for business,
but we also seek to cooperate on a broad range of shared challenges and shared opportunities
… Steady, sustainable growth requires promoting policies and practices that keep the Internet
open and accessible.18

While this rhetoric of cooperation appears normatively benevolent, we should be
careful to address what the ends of this cooperation are and ask the question: the Internet
for whom and for what purpose? As Schiller (2011) points out, the construction of infrastructure of extraterritorial information networks is pivotal in the expansion of capital
and capitalist economies, yet its processes are complex and conflicted given that they are
involved with various stakeholders’ interests (p. 90). Google, the US-based Internet
empire, and other US capital occupies and controls the strategic high ground of the infrastructure. At the same time, the resistance against them from China, which has effectively inserted itself into the global capitalist market, as well as from rival units of capital
is intensifying. Yet, to maintain and expand global capitalist economies, these two capitalist states have to negotiate in terms of whether to privilege transnational – as opposed
to domestic capital – and which companies will be put in a better position to profit. The
case of Google and China, notwithstanding the liberal rhetoric and coverage about ‘freedom’, offers a window into the volatility of the US-dominant information and communication illustrating the changing dynamics of global capitalism. However, this does not
mean that the United States is ceding its leading position; rather, it is retooling and readjusting to accommodate China into the US-led transnationalizing capitalism.
Funding
The author(s) received no financial support for the research, authorship, and/or publication of this
article.

Notes
1. Recently, China has been suffering a sharp economic slowdown with its stock market turmoil
and housing market bubble that seems to be in decline, so that it is questionable whether the
country will continue to sustain its 10% average annual growth rate which it has maintained
since 1989.
2. In 2010, Google claimed that its computer systems, along with those of 23 other companies, were hacked and that the attack originated in China. Soon after this incident, Google
announced that the company was ‘leaving’ China.
3. See Google’s description of the company’s global reach at https://www.google.com/about/
company/philosophy/
4. Edward Snowden, a subcontractor at the NSA, leaked classified NSA documents revealing that NSA was operating a massive global surveillance program called PRISM. Google
and other Internet firms denied having links to the PRISM program; however, it was later
shown that NSA had direct access to central servers of the US Internet companies. See http://
www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/us-intelligence-mining-data-from-nine-us-internetcompanies-in-broad-secret-program/2013/06/06/3a0c0da8-cebf-11e2-8845-d970ccb04497_
story_1.html
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5. This submarine cable was built by a consortium consisting of multinational telecom firms
including India’s telecom service firm Bharti Airtel, Malaysian telecom company Global
Transit, US search firm Google, Japanese telecom firm KDDI Corp., Hong Kong-based telecom firm Pacnet, and Singapore telecom firm SingTel.
6. Besides Google, the participants of FASTER include China Mobile International, China
Telecom Global, Global Transit, KDDI, and SingTel. See https://www.telegeography.com/
products/commsupdate/articles/2008/08/26/googles-subsea-ambitions-expand/
7. Google is partnering with Brazilian Internet service provider (ISP) Algar Telecom, Uruguayan
telcom Antel, and the Angola Cables consortium of Angolan ISPs. This was announced
shortly after Brazil declared that it would build a separate cable to avoid NSA surveillance.
See the map at https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2014/10/13/
google-building-us-brazil-submarine-cable-with-three-partners/
8. The term ‘territory of profit’ is borrowed from Gary Field’s work titled Territories of
Profit: Communications, Capitalist Development, and the Innovation of G.F. Swift and Dell
Computer. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2004.
9. See detailed statistics on Internet penetration rate by country at http://data.worldbank.org/
indicator/IT.NET.USER.P2
10. The VIE structure creates two entities: one offshore and the other in China. An offshore entity
is established in the Cayman or other British Islands so that foreign investors are able to inject
capital into that entity; in turn they can acquire ownership in offshore assets. The first entity
then sets up a wholly foreign-owned enterprise (WFOE) in China as a direct subsidiary. This
subsidiary in China sets up one or more domestically licensed companies as its operating
companies, and these domestically licensed companies are called VIEs. The Chinese subsidiary sits between the offshore firms and the VIEs.
11. Stanford Program on Regions of Innovation and Entrepreneurship hosted a conference in
2011 titled China 2.0: Transforming Media and Commerce where Jack Ma and other major
Chinese Internet figures spoke at Stanford University. See detailed conference information at http://fsi.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/evnts/media//China_2point0_Agenda_
Sept_28.pdf
12. Totally, 60% of Qihoo’s shares are held by Institutional and mutual funds; Alibaba’s top
five shareholders are Japan-based information technology firm Softbank (32.4%), US-based
Internet firm Yahoo! (16.3%), executive chairman Jack Ma (7.8%), executive vice president Joseph C. Tsai (3.2), and US-based equity firm Silver Lake Affiliated Entities (2.2%);
Tencent’s biggest single shareholder is South Africa’s largest media company Naspers with
over 33.6%.
13. See detailed statistics on Internet use in Brazil at http://www.statista.com/topics/2045/
internet-usage-in-brazil/
14. China’s outbound travel data available from UNWTO Tourism Highlights, 2014 Edition at
http://mkt.unwto.org/publication/unwto-tourism-highlights-2014-edition
15. See Google commissioned report on Egypt at http://googlepolicyeurope.blogspot.kr/2012/12/
boosting-egyptian-economy.html
16. See detailed description of Google’s Student Ambassador Program at http://www.google.
com/edu/programs/student-ambassador-program/
17. In 2012, Daniel Alegre, president of the company’s Asia-Pacific operations denied that
Google had left the Chinese market. See his Bloomberg interview at http://www.bloomberg.
com/news/articles/2012-01-24/google-china-business-grows-continues-to-thrive-alegre-says
18. See President Obama’s full remarks to APEC CEO Summit at http://www.whitehouse.gov/
the-press-office/2014/11/10/remarks-president-obama-apec-ceo-summit.
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Abstract
This article examines the legal infrastructure of social media governance in the
politically contested context of contemporary Turkey. It looks at how social media
companies (specifically, Twitter and Facebook (FB)) and the nation state (Turkey) have
negotiated power in the aftermath of Gezi Uprising in Summer 2013. I argue that while
today’s concerns regarding online surveillance might echo the calls for a new world
information order of the 1970s, the world system model based on the core–periphery
distinction has considerably changed. The useful insights of cultural imperialism fall short
of explaining the geopolitical context within which Turkey finds itself in the aftermath of
the Arab Uprisings and the sub-imperial relations within which she struggles to establish
hegemony in the region. Findings suggest that the Turkish state tries hard to establish
the legal and material infrastructure for these companies’ operations. FB is more open
to cooperation with the nation state, while Twitter has chosen to legally negotiate with
the government. There also seems to be major risk for activists given the contradictory
articulation of nation state and corporate interests.
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Introduction
This article investigates the relationship and negotiation of power between social media
companies (specifically, Twitter and Facebook (FB)) and the nation state (Turkey) in the
aftermath of Gezi Uprising in Summer 2013. Two specific debates inform this analysis:
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Turkey’s geopolitical self-positioning as a ‘role model’1 in the aftermath of the Arab
Uprisings, the international communication critiques with respect to media and cultural
imperialism (Schiller, 1991/2006). While I draw from the original and contemporary
insights of these traditions (Fuchs, 2010; Jin, 2013), there seems to be a more complicated conditioning of media and society relations than assumed here. This original model
seems to marginalize the relevance of geopolitical struggles as manifested in places like
Turkey. Today’s global resistance movements are not necessarily carried out with the
assumption that national governments in the South protect its citizens against the
advanced capitalist countries of the First World. While contemporary concerns regarding
online surveillance might echo the calls for a new world information order of the 1970s,
the world system model based on the core–periphery distinction has considerably
changed; today’s citizens place their global demands not through their governments but
from and beyond them. There is a fluid and complex relationship between imperial (read
United States and the European Union (EU)) and sub-imperial zones (read Turkey and
the Middle East). In other words, the insights of cultural imperialism fall short of explaining the geopolitical context within which Turkey finds itself in the aftermath of the Arab
Uprisings and the sub-imperial relations within which she struggles to establish hegemony in terms of sectarian politics based on Sunni Islam.
The roadmap of this article is as follows. First, I situate Turkey in the historical context of the Arab Uprisings. What so quickly gave Turkey ‘the role model’ of democracy
status in the aftermath of the Arab Spring and how did the state position itself in this
context? How has Turkey, as ‘the role model’, been struggling to exercise hegemony in
the ever-shifting geopolitics of the ‘New Middle East’? What do we make of the contradictory claims of the ‘role model’ when the new Prime Minister (PM) Ahmet Davutoglu
paternalistically says, ‘If any journalists are under threat, they can turn to my office and
we will provide protection’ (CPJ, 2014)? This contextualization will be followed by an
analysis of the relationship between social media companies and the Turkish state. By
way of examining the interaction between the legal terrain and the societal context, I will
demonstrate how the state is forcing social media companies to comply with its own
political framework.
While there have been studies on Internet freedom or cyber crackdowns (Comminos,
2011; Howard et al., 2011), we need investigations of how the state is making social
media companies comply with its own national legal infrastructure, as well as how social
media companies are emerging as serious political actors of US soft power in the New
Middle East following the Arab Uprisings (Herrera, 2014). Indeed, despite assumptions
that social media companies are neutral agents, they consider themselves and intervene
as significant political actors. There is of course a politics to how social media platforms
are constructed (Gillespie, 2010) within what one might call informational imperialism.
I understand informational imperialism as our contemporary condition where data generate value, surveillance, and resistance. In this sense, informational imperialism reveals
the ways in which state and corporate power are interlinked. It brings forward the global
character of resistance movements against the national security discourse of oppressive
states and how information is vital for political organization.
Then, this article examines the legal infrastructure of social media governance in the
highly politically contested context of contemporary Turkey. On one hand, as the social
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media advisor to pro-Kurdish HDP expressed in an informal conversation, platforms
such as FB are like shopping malls within which activists open a shop. In return, activists
bring value. In other words, ‘social media governance, both in terms of code-as-law and
the rule of policies and user terms, is driven by necessary commercial consideration,
namely, monetization’ (Youmans and York, 2012: 317) and social media architecture
might even solidify oppression within what Jodi Dean (2009) calls ‘communicative capitalism’. Because social movements challenging the nation state will be highly impacted
by ‘changes in platform architecture’ of social media, which ‘may introduce new or
expand previous constraints for activist users’ (Youmans and York, 2012: 317), it is
important to examine the evolving relationship between social media companies and the
state, especially given Turkey’s relationship with the United States, the EU, Israel, as
well as its own regional aspirations in the construction of a ‘New Middle East’.

Geopolitical relations of the ‘role model’ and freedom of
speech
Since 9/11, the invasion of Iraq, and AKP (Justice and Development Party) coming to
power in 2002, Turkey has been hailed as a ‘role model’ of Middle Eastern democracy
by many in the Western press. Yet, after meeting with the Turkish President Tayyip
Erdogan, Joel Simon (2014), the Head of the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ),
noted the extremely poor level of political respect for freedom of expression in the country. In this section, I consider the following questions: How had the ‘role model’ of the
region come to occupy this space of ‘neoliberal media autocracy’ (Akser and BaybarsHawks, 2012)? How did the ruling AKP, partly linked to anti-imperial roots in relation to
the United States and Israel, negotiate politics in the aftermath of the Arab Spring and
make ‘their peace with Turkey’s sub-imperial role in the region, as a bulwark of the
NATO order’ (Tugal, 2012)? Specifically, these questions can pave the way for situating
Turkey in the region by interlinking its economy, diplomatic relations with the region
and its own Kurdish problem and help us understand the conflicting positioning of the
country in terms of freedom of speech, control of the Internet, and its negotiation of
power with FB and Twitter.
According to political scientist Kemal Kirişçi (2013), the ‘role model’ discourse goes
back to the collapse of the Soviet Union when The Economist announced Turkey to be
the ‘Star of Islam’ in relation to the need for democratization and reform in the region.
The discourse was revitalized during George W. Bush. Yet, it was actively deployed by
the Turkish state only after the Arab Uprisings. As Cihan Tugal (2012) argues, ‘after a
decade of AKP rule, an international consensus has portrayed Erdogan’s Turkey as the
successful alternative to both secular Arab authoritarianism and the revolutionary
Islamism of Iran’.
The key to the AKP’s success is in its articulation of ‘big business, Pentagon, and
Islam’ (Tugal, 2007). On one hand, the party came to power right after the economic
meltdowns of 1999 and 2001 and achieved economic growth,2 albeit at the expense of
urban inequality. This economic growth cannot be thought independently of the ‘record
flows of foreign direct investment (FDI)’ from the Gulf States. Moreover, despite political ups and downs, Turkey has enjoyed a massive construction economy in Iraqi
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Kurdistan. While Turkey’s NATO membership is valuable for its relationship to the
West, Tayyip Erdogan’s populist anti-Israel and pro-Palestine remarks foregrounded
Turkey’s relationship to the Middle East. After the decidedly pro-EU 2002–2007 years,
the AKP’s politics took a different path. This path would rely on the discourse of Turkey
as a major regional and global player. PM Davutoglu promoted a ‘zero problem’ foreign
policy, which emphasized reintegration with former ‘Ottoman lands’ and diversification
of Turkey’s foreign policy goals with the intent of ‘bringing a new pax Ottomana’ (Tugal,
2012) in the region. To that effect, Turkey increased its economic and diplomatic relations with North Africa and Syria and the Gulf. Indeed, ‘by 2010, trade with the Middle
East and North Africa was substantially greater than it had been in 2002 – up threefold
with Syria, nearly fourfold with North Africa, fivefold with the GCC and Yemen and
sevenfold with Egypt’ (Tugal, 2012). Added to this was ‘a welcome relaxation of visa
restrictions for Arab-state visitors to Turkey, putting them on a par with tourists from the
EU and Russia’ (Tugal, 2012). At the same time, Israel is a major part of the geopolitical
picture. Despite Israel’s Mavi Marmara flotilla offensive and Erdogan’s ‘1-minute’ reaction to Shimon Peres in Davos, military and economic relations with Israel have been
kept mostly intact.
The Arab Uprisings brought seismic changes to Turkey’s relations in the region. With
Egypt, the initial strategy was to urge Husnu Mubarak to step down whereas due to Saudi
Arabia, Turkey would ignore the suppression of protests in Bahrain. Libya was an example of constant foreign policy fluctuations in that Turkey initially reacted to a NATO
intervention but then tried hard to be part of it. Here, we witness a highly contradictory
performance of politics in that while Turkey had developed alliances with the Western
World and Saudi Arabia, it was also expanding its influence through economy and diplomacy with Libya or Syria. Indeed, despite being on quite good terms with Syria, organizing joint governmental meetings and even Erdogan going on vacations with the Assad
family, Turkey’s politics took a sectarian shift against the Assad regime in line with
Saudi interests in mid-2012. The Syrian conflict has further been complicated by ISIS’
regional war with Kurdish forces in Kobane, which presents a difficult case for Turkey
because of its own Kurdish problem, the international recognition of PYD (PKK’s3 Syria
branch) against ISIS and Ankara’s unwillingness to fight against ISIS. Kobane is also
a difficult case for the Western world due to its resistance to energy colonialism
(Minio-Paluello, 2014). It is self-explanatory to remember that US State Department
Spokesperson Jen Psaki, during one of the peak moments of Kobane war in October
2014, mentioned that ‘there are some strategy objectives that we’re focused on. We’ve
gone after refineries. We’re going after strategic locations’.4
The Turkish state has been negotiating its complex relations with the United States and
the EU alongside a series of regional movements including PKK and the Gulen5 movement – both with transnational aspirations.6 Gulen movement used to be the primary ally
of AKP to reduce the political role of army. Erdogan crushed on the movement’s media
and financial branches after corruption tapes involving ministers and Erdogan family –
arguably by Gulen movement – were leaked (Tugal, 2013a). Finally, the Gezi Uprising of
Summer 2013 brought to the fore a youth movement mobilizing around urban commons,
media censorship, and citizen rights. More than the other ongoing movements, analysts
have highlighted the importance of contested social media presence in the country. In
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addition to heavy presence on FB and Twitter, ‘47% of 15-to-24 cohort got their news
from social media – all despite the fact that fixed broadband and mobile broadband rates
are currently only about half of OECD averages’ (Freedom House, 2014). However,
despite these numbers, regulation of the Internet and social media has limited the use of
these media by activists and the public at large. As a ‘swing state’, Turkey ‘was only one
of only three countries to vote in favor of a new set of International Telecommunication
Regulations (ITRs) that Russia and China had backed and that argued for expanding the
state’s role in Internet governance’ (Freedom House, 2014).
Against this background, let us move on to three cases that examine the struggle over
‘Turkey’s Internet control regime’ (Yang, 2013). These cases reveal important tensions
where social media presence relies heavily on US dominated spaces. And yet, Turkey’s
aspirations and interests seem to be going beyond the United States and are expanding
toward the Middle East with neo-Ottomanist feelings which in turn complicates the operations of FB and Twitter aiming to protect and expand their market share in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) region.

‘The role model’: we will eradicate Twitter
The branding of Turkey as ‘role model’ has been replaced by skepticism in the Western
media due to the political and economic uncertainty in the country. Freedom of speech
has been under major threat due to not only media concentration but also the government’s concentrated efforts to create its own media (Aladag, 2013) in order to curtail the
power of the army and pacify dissident journalists (Kurban and Sozeri, 2012). Even
when this article was being written, counter-terror police targeted Fethullah Gulen–
linked media – the same outlets that once helped Erdogan attack the opposition. The
level of pro-government journalism is such that state’s channel TRT promoted this
hashtag (#edenbulur, meaning #thoseresponsiblewillpaytheprice) right after targeting
Gulen-related media. Social media too have been severely restricted as an outcome of
corruption scandals that erupted on 17 December 2013. Following a power struggle
between AKP and Gulen Movement, alleged phone talks of Erdogan, his son, and some
ministers regarding money transfers and expensive purchases were leaked to the public,
along with Erdogan’s direct calls to media outlets for censorship. As an outcome, Twitter
and YouTube were banned in the country.
However, the state’s concentrated efforts in regulating and censoring social media go
back to Gezi Uprising.7 This strict control regime has implications for the future operations of social media companies. Indeed, regulations regarding social media are tied
personally to President Tayyip Erdogan, who stated ‘If necessary, we will shut down
Facebook and Youtube (Hurriyet, 2014) and ended up declaring ‘We’ll eradicate Twitter.
I don’t care what the international community says’ on 20 March 2014. It was only a
couple of hours later that access to Twitter was blocked.
As part of this emergent control regime, there are moments to be underlined that
reveal how the relationship between social media companies and the state can be reformulated in a highly restrictive way. The following legal cases provide clues about how
FB and Twitter have strategically chosen to act in accordance with national policies, even
though Twitter is slightly more resistant to cooperation.
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Case 1: it’s the law! – legalizing censorship
On 19 February 2014, Internet law (5651) was amended as a response to corruption
scandals in the country. European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled that this law
‘lacked a strict legal framework for blocking orders and their contestation’, implying that
the framework was arbitrarily political (Freedom House, 2014).
The amendments introduced Internet filtering so that to operate in the Turkish
Internet market, one needs to be a member of a new ‘Union for Service Providers’. In
practice, the Union for Internet service provider (ISP) is able to block URLs as
demanded by the state’s Telecommunication Information Directorate (TIB) and keeps
records of Internet traffic for up to 2 years. Web hosting providers can be blocked
even if they are abroad and change their Domain Name System (DNS). Additionally,
‘Twitter, Facebook, and other platforms defined as “hosting providers” under the law
will also be required to obtain a certificate in order to operate in Turkey’ (Freedom
House, 2014: 6).
This new law opens the door to what one might call ‘centralization of content supervision’ where the government will have the final call on what exists online. Indeed,
although this organization comprises private businesses, the constituents are told by the
government what to provide and not to provide online in terms of content. In other words,
there is direct state intervention in content provision within a supposedly free-market
democracy (Nebil, 2014).
There has already been a controversy regarding the operations of the Union and one
of its members. A couple of days after the Twitter blockage on 20 March 2014, TTNET
– the largest service provider and a subsidiary of Turkish Telekom – declared that some
customers in certain areas would not have Internet access due to maintenance on 25
March 2014. This created political controversy because 25 March was the day when
major tape scandals were going to be leaked, and there were rumors that the largest service provider had already started to act in line with the government and implement censorship (T24, 2014).
This new organization stands at odds with the discourse of social media companies
regarding Internet democracy because if a Tweet or FB page is regarded as illegal by the
TIB, then the service providers will need to shut that page down. As of now, it remains
to be seen as to how the social media giant, FB, could potentially react if ‘Union for
Service Providers’ were to ask FB to shut down a page, especially because FB has millions of users in Turkey. Simultaneously, following the corruption scandal involving
Erdogan’s corruption charges, Twitter had to accept the government’s decision to block
certain accounts and then engage in a legal struggle with the government. This is by no
means unique for Turkey, and similar state interventions take place in India and Europe
where social media companies are more likely to accept the state’s demands as long as
there is no conflict with their profit strategies.
What also emerged as part of the amended Internet law is that the Turkish state started
forming a ‘Blue Room’ through which fake FB and Twitter accounts would be monitored. Here, FB has responded positively to potential collaboration while Twitter did not,
and the willingness of FB to comply puts activists and citizens who may want to remain
anonymous at risk (T24, 2013).
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Figure 1. The statement from Facebook regarding banning the BDP page.

Ultimately, the Turkish government is legally transforming the infrastructure cyberspace in its attempt to contain corruption scandals and dissidence through the seemingly
benevolent discourse of ‘secure’ Internet and ‘national security’. Indeed, quite vague definitions of ‘national security’ are being used for constraining online and offline protest to
the dismay of ECHR, which finds the regulatory framework devoid of sound legal
foundations.

Case 2: FB bans Kurdish pages
Following the dramatic Gezi protests, FB shut down more than 10 FB pages, between 6
July 2013 and 12 August 2013 (Basaran, 2013). These included Kurdish politicians’ FB
pages, including BDP (Peace and Democracy Party, currently HDP - People’s Democracy
Party) Central Office page. The argument was that this page included the word Kurdistan
(Figure 1).
There were also other pages that produced news regarding minorities in Turkey
(such as Otekilerin Postasi (The Others’ Press) or Yeni Ozgur Politika (New Free
Politics)). In his interview with liberal newspaper Radikal, Richard Allan (Director of
FB Policy in Europe), clearly described FB’s policy. FB completely complies with the
international definition of terrorism and closes a page if it compliments an organization or a person that is on the international list of terrorism. In this sense, Allan stated
that ‘if there is the flag or a symbol regarding PKK, then it is enough for Facebook to
decide to close that page’8 (Basaran, 2013). For FB, what mattered then was the ‘internet laws of the country within which it operates. Otherwise, the nation state has the
right to close the website’.
It was not without any reaction this censorship took place. Pro-Kurdish BDP asked
former Minister of Transportation, Maritime Affairs, and Communication Binali Yildirim
about the link between shutting down of their FB pages right after his statement ‘Facebook
has been cooperating with Turkish authorities and we do not have a problem with them’
(Özgür Gündem, 2013). BDP’s other questions involved the extent of information sharing between FB and Turkish government and taxation of FB.
Might there be a link between this censorship and FB’s attempts to avoid taxation?
One might only speculate on that. However, based on Richard Allan’s remarks, it seems
that FB found itself in a somewhat apologetic position after reactions from activists.
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First, Allan was accepting that it was their fault to arbitrarily close one of the pages
based on claims of pornography. Second, Allan was emphasizing how they would not
just rely on algorithms but allocate ‘smart humans’ to decide whether complaints with
respect to certain pages are valid. Then, how is it that complaints regarding FB pages of
Kurdish parties and other activist groups were specifically expressed in a particular
time period and FB simply rushed to close these pages? What makes FB’s intervention
controversial is the fact that these shutdowns took place when the Turkish government
was carrying out peace negotiations with PKK. Additionally, some of the pages had
nothing to do with PKK and were related to BDP politicians. In this sense, FB was
choosing not to interpret the political context and prioritizing the interests of the nation
state and monetization.

Case 3: Gezi Uprising and corruption tapes – inviting Twitter to Turkey
Gezi Uprising constituted the first moment of regulation crisis of social media companies. The government invited FB and Twitter to open offices in the country. Former
Minister of Transportation, Maritime Affairs, and Communication Binali Yildirim stated
that FB was collaborating with the government and had units in Turkey, whereas Twitter
did not (Hurriyet, 2013). He added,
If you have operations in this country, you need to cooperate with the judiciary and police force
in relation to criminal cases … Why don’t you be part of Turkish legal system? That would not
harm anybody. When a tax officer, a police officer or somebody else contacts us for information,
we would like to see your unit in Turkey, which would provide that information. We cannot
express our concern via phone, Internet or e-mail given the eight-hour time difference.
(Hurriyet, 2013)

The relationship between Twitter and the government took a radical turn when the
government blocked access to Twitter on 20 March 2014.
The government’s interest in having a Twitter office intensified following the corruption scandal. After the blockage, Twitter sent a legal team to Turkey and Binali Yildirim
provocatively said, ‘While Twitter wasn’t initially willing to cooperate, they have now
hastily hired a lawyer’ (Radikal, 2014). What Yildirim mentioned is important in terms
of the learning curve of the nation state with respect to regulating social media companies. When YouTube refused to ban videos insulting Ataturk years ago, the Turkish state
filed a complaint regarding copyrights with respect to Ataturk’s voice and images –
learning from German officials and hoping that this might actually work – and YouTube
now has a representative for Turkey (Radikal, 2014).
Twitter ban received a great deal of political attention. Using Twitter despite the ban,
former President Abdullah Gul said that appointing a lawyer was a positive step, although
this lawyer cannot be described as a representative between Twitter and Turkey (CNN
Turk, 2014). Former Minister of Transportation Lutfi Elvan stated that it was encouraging to see Twitter collaborating with the Turkish state by blocking accounts that were
subject to court decisions, adding that ‘Twitter needs to open an office in Turkey’
(Istanbul Haber, 2014).
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During the period it was blocked, Twitter emphasized its commitment to its users.
The company stated that no IP or e-mail address would be shared with the Turkish
government. It was underlined that Twitter had blocked an account related to former
minister Binali Yildirim (oyyokhırsıza – no vote for the thief) and also filed a counter
lawsuit against the local court decision that stipulated the suspension of this account.9
For the first time in Turkey, Twitter was implementing account suspension on country
basis (Country Withheld Content). What Twitter’s Law Advisor Vijaya Gadde did was
to assure activists that they were not betrayed. Gadde said that two of three claims
regarding blockage were ‘already against our principles’. However, there was another
account that caused ‘disagreement’, and this account was about corruption claims
about a former minister. ‘If political statements are concerned with corruption, this is
very important for us. Therefore, we filed a lawsuit for that account to be opened’, said
Gadde (İMC TV, 2014; Twitter, 2014). Then, the struggle for social media started
where Twitter found itself having to respond to the demands of the Turkish government
by not opening an office but appointing Emine Etili as Twitter’s Turkey coordinator.
Currently, the outcome of this legal struggle is open-ended.

Conclusion
This article problematized Turkey’s ambitions of being a role model in the Middle
East and described three moments of social media governance crisis where the state
aimed to circumvent major national crises by negotiating with FB and Twitter. The
findings reveal that FB is more willing to negotiate and comply with the state, whereas
Twitter has resisted as much as it could. One reason behind this difference is the more
flexible Terms of Service of Twitter (Youmans and York, 2012: 320). However, this
should not mislead us to assume that Twitter is a pro-activist corporation because ‘in
the first half of 2014 alone, Turkey sent 186 removal requests and Twitter complied
30%’ (Freedom House, 2014: 7). Another finding is the significance of material infrastructure with respect to social media governance. The nation state finds it hard to
negotiate with these companies especially when they do not have offices in the country. If we remember how important media and technology infrastructure was historically to colonialism and (neocolonial) globalization (Larkin, 2008; Mattelart, 2010),
it is instantly clear why the state wants to define and control the emergent infrastructure of social media governance. It is after all through these infrastructures that political actors (via their ascribed roles or assumed responsibilities) are legally captured,
coded, and defined. Turkey’s major goal, as seen historically and today in the case of
Egypt in geopolitical terms (Aouragh and Alexander, 2011: 1347), is to produce the
social media infrastructure to solidify its political position without endangering its
economic and symbolic position in the shifting geopolitics of the Middle East. Indeed,
the current government is already planning to pass yet another Internet law to block
online access with highly obscure excuses including ‘situations that relate to public
safety and national security, general health and morality’ (Evin, 2014). This new law
will enable the PM to order TIB block access to which appeals can only be made in
24 hours. Some Turkish courts have already demanded access limitations to certain
tweets of journalists or controversial Internet figures, if not completely blocking
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access to accounts (Radikal, 2015). As national security concerns overlap with the
monetization desire of social media companies, activists are beginning to recognize
the risks of online organization. However, we do know that there is no prescribed and
guaranteed path to technological domination, and technological infrastructures may
actually produce ‘noise’ and ‘distortion’ (Larkin, 2008). Yet, that ‘noise’ needs to be
aimed at, and it seems to be a mandatory task for activists to devise new social media
platforms independent of national and corporate interests.
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Notes
1. The role model discourse portrays Turkey as a secular democracy where Islam and liberal
democracy can coexist. This discourse had much appeal in the Western media especially
after 9/11 and the rise of Islamophobia. This discourse regards Turkey as an antidote to both
authoritarianism and radical Islam associated with the Middle East.
2. This economic growth cannot be thought independently of the ‘record flows of foreign direct
investment (FDI)’ from the Gulf states. Moreover, despite political ups and downs, Turkey
has enjoyed a massive construction economy in Iraqi Kurdistan.
3. Kurdistan Workers’ Party, which has fought the Turkish state for years to gain autonomy and
political rights for the Kurdish population in Turkey. Peace negotiations with PKK’s leader
have been stalled since mid-2015.
4. http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/dpb/2014/10/232676.htm
5. Gulen movement is a charity organization with a heavy presence in politics, security forces
and the judiciary. They rose to prominence ‘thanks to their support for Kenan Evren’s military
intervention in 1980’ and they ‘benefited from Turgut Özal’s neoliberal policies, which were
possible only after the 1980 coup’ (Tugal, 2013b). Since 2002, Gulen movement and AKP
worked together to reduce the role of army in politics. These two actors are now competing
for political power. When Erdogan declared to close profitable educational institutions (dershane) of Gulen movement, corruption tapes – arguably by Gulen movement – were leaked.
This was followed by massive police inspections of Gulen movement’s financial and media
institutions (Tugal, 2013a).
6. The tension with the European Union (EU) is such that following arrests of Gulen media
members, the EU warned Turkey to which President Erdogan replied: ‘We have no concern
about what the EU might say, whether the EU accepts us as members or not, we have no such
concern. Please keep your wisdom to yourself’ (Orsal, 2014).
7. Since 2007, the government’s interest in regulating the web (Law No: 5651) first used child
pornography and then the discourse of ‘secure Internet’ to control the web (Oz, 2011). The
final blow came when the government did not even consult social partners in revising Law
no. 5651 (February 2013, explored more in detail below).
8. However, BDP’s spokesman Cem Bico made a statement that was contrary to Facebook’s
claims regarding PKK and terrorism: The main page came down following the group posting
of an interview with BDP’s Member of Parliament (MP) Sabahat Tuncel calling for political
autonomy in Kurdistan. There is no mention of armed groups. In this text, you cannot find any
specific expression, which supports PKK or terrorism as an activity (Deutsche Welle, 2013).
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9. Following the corruption scandal, critics and supporters of the AKP government were
involved in an immense social media war. For a detailed discourse analysis of these tweets,
see Dogu et al. (2014).
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Abstract
This article provides an overview of Chinese working-class social media, which has been
used on the picket line for an entire decade since 2004. A variety of social media tools
such as QQ, Weblog, online forum, vlog, Weibo, and WeChat have been added to
the toolkit of working-class politics, creating an enlarged media ecology of resistance.
Using Raymond Williams’ tripartite framework of the dominant, the residual, and the
emergent, I submit that social media on the picket line is not a revolution in itself, but
a tactical evolution of the residual and, more crucially, the emergent, within a much
longer revolutionary tradition of the Chinese working class. Such a framework can
and still needs to be further developed through the examination of labor movements
in China as well as developing regions of the Global South, probably using workergenerated content (WGC) as one of its most promising analytical foci.
Keywords
China, digital media, labor movement, social media, worker-generated content,
working class

In debates about Empire, the case of China is among the most extraordinary, and yet
ambivalent. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) led one of the most epic anti-imperialist revolutions of the 20th century. But today, China has become the workshop of global
capitalism while being criticized for its neo-imperialist tendencies in the Global South
and for its joining the Northern ruling elite as signaled by the neologism ‘Chinmerica’
(Zhao, 2014). The Chinese model also centers on infrastructures of not only transportation but also communications, both inside the country and globally, posing potential
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threat especially to US-centered media empire and information and communications
technology (ICT) industries (Schiller, 2014: 230–236).
More than fiber optic grids and corporate initiatives, infrastructure is the ‘totality of
both technical and cultural systems that create institutionalized structures whereby goods
of all sorts circulate, connecting and binding people into collectivities’ (Larkin, 2008: 6).
Using this definition of infrastructure entails examining grassroots resistance against
Empire in mediated spaces such as social media. While positing the capitalist worldsystem is approaching its ‘terminal crisis’, Wallerstein (2000) identifies three ‘secular
trends’: (1) rising cost of wage labor, (2) higher cost of material inputs, and (3) increasing taxation/demand for public services (pp. 258–263). Much has been written on the
roles of social media in the second and third trends, for example, the environmental
movement and popular pro-democracy movements (Castells, 2013; Gerbaudo, 2012;
Scherman et al., 2015). Yet, how do workers and employees use social media at times of
collective action? Is there a new class politics emerging from practices of online labor
activism? If so, how to make sense of it in the context of a neoliberal world?
This article explores these questions in China, where the idea of ‘working-class ICTs’
was proposed in 2005 (Cartier et al., 2005) to highlight two observations: first, ICTs have
spread widely among working-class populations; second, the practices associated with
these ICTs differ from middle-class norms. Since then, nearly a decade has passed. A
most notable change – empirically and theoretically – has been in the realm of workingclass resistance.
I shall review key instances of working-class resistance in China, especially at
times of industrial strike, using online tools: QQ, Weblog, online forum, Weibo,
WeChat, and, to a less extent, Twitter. Using Raymond Williams’ (1977) framework of
‘the dominant, the residual, and the emergent’, I submit that we should understand
social media on the picket as an enlarged ecology of new and old communication practices, among workers, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and activists. Most
remarkable is the making of ‘worker-generated content (WGC)’ during times of strikes,
where working-class politics find their latest expression. The patterns of picket-line
social media practices, their content and genres, and their consequences will be examined and reflected upon.
Empirical evidence in this article comes from news archives, interviews, fieldwork in
the factory zones of south China, and participation in workers’ online networks since
2008. More specifically, I have used news archives in Universities Service Centre for
China Studies as well as the largest Chinese-language online news search engine
Wisenews. In all, 16 interviews were carried out with labor NGO staff and workers who
have been known for their Internet-based activism. Half of these interviews were conducted face-to-face in the outskirts of Shenzhen, Guangdong Province; half were conducted via Chinese social media platforms (i.e. QQ, Weibo, and WeChat). On 23 August
2013, the author hosted a physical gathering and workshop among ‘famous worker-bloggers (gongren mingbo)’, the first of its kind in China for worker-activists from different
factories in south China (Shenzhen, Dongguan, and Guangzhou) to exchange social
media skills and political strategies while fostering solidarity. More interviews with leading worker-bloggers followed the event, without which this article would have been
impossible.
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Contexts and concepts
China has the world’s largest Internet user population: 618 million in December 2013, of
which 500 million use mobile Internet access (China Internet Network Information
Center (CNNIC), 2014). The general penetration is only 45.8%, given there are more
than 1.3 billion Chinese. After several years of rapid growth, social media in the country
has started to show signs of saturation. The user population of Weibo, China’s largest
Twitter-like service, declined to 278 million in 2013, 9.2% down from 2012. However,
instant messaging – favored more by members of the working class – kept growing to
532 million. While users with higher income and education have decreased their activities in social media, those with lower income and less education have increased their
presence (CNNIC, 2014: 60–61).
The growth of working-class social media is consistent with the rise of working-class
network society, as seen also in the diffusion of cybercafés and increasing online labor
advocacy (Qiu, 2009). The process is uneven among different groups of the working
class. But even among disadvantaged groups such as female workers, ethnographical
findings reveal widespread ownership of mobile phone and usage of social media
(Oreglia, 2007; Wallis, 2013).
The development of social media has to be understood in the larger context of increasing contestations in Chinese society at large. The total number of ‘mass incidents (qunti
shijian)’ had jumped from about 10,000 in 1993 to 74,000 in 2004, which further
increased to more than 180,000 in 2011 (Ying, 2012). Most of these incidents were triggered by land grabs in rural areas, whereas about one-third of them – roughly 60,000 in
2011 – were labor unrests.
Social media is both at the center and the edge of this maelstrom involving Chinese
workers facing increasing exploitation, state suppression, yet refusing to succumb. To
make sense of it, we need what Raymond Williams (1977) calls an ‘epochal’ analysis, by
which ‘a cultural process is seized as a cultural system, with determinate dominant features: feudal culture or bourgeois culture or a transition from one to the other’ (p. 121).
In Marxism and Literature, Williams (1977) distinguishes discourses and strategies
that are ‘dominant, residual, and emergent’ (pp. 121–127). This tripartite framework
sheds light on the complex cultural landscape of working-class social media that we
confront today, particularly their relationship with the old and the new. By ‘dominant’,
he means the hegemonic culture, which may or may not be effective, but is the most
commonly seen, heard, and done in the classic Gramscian sense, in line with ideologies
of the ruling class. The ‘residual’ includes a culture’s past elements, whose ‘place in the
contemporary cultural process is profoundly variable’ (pp. 122–123):
A residual cultural element is usually at some distance from the effective dominant culture, but
some part of it, some version of it – and especially if the residue is from some major area of the
past – will in most cases have had to be incorporated if the dominant culture is to make sense
in these areas.

Understandings of Empire worldwide have often operated within the dichotomous
framework of hegemony vis-à-vis resistance. Applying the tripartite Williamsian notion
therefore allows for more nuanced and realistic analyses beyond the old binary.
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In China, we see hegemonic instances of the dominant – ‘neoliberalism with Chinese
characteristics’ (Harvey, 2005: 120) – finding expression not only via the officialdom
and corporate management but also via the oppressed or subaltern. Workers may enact
individualism and consumerism, which stand at the core of neoliberal ideology. The
neoliberal subject manifests itself in online forums, Internet videos, as well as Taobao
(China’s eBay), which encourages everyone –workers or not – to take part in the neoliberal project of becoming a ‘smart consumer’ or a ‘successful white-collar’, using appeals
quite consistent with China’s urban commercial tabloids a decade ago (Zhao, 2002).
The residual here include Confucian elements from filial piety to obedience toward
authority. Although the CCP tried to uproot Confucianism in the past, since the 1990s
Confucian values have been re-deployed to prevent unrest (Murong, 2013). Other than
this official revival, Confucian traditions persist in workers’ everyday linguistic and
social practices, extending online.
It is more complicated when it comes to Maoism, which used to be the cornerstone of
Chinese communism but is no longer in a hegemonic position. Although CCP has tried
to incorporate Maoist elements, young workers in factory zones often fail to make sense
of them due to generational differences seldom appreciated in traditional Eurocentric
theorization of left politics. While older workers with personal memories of the previous
era have used Maoism – for example, laid-off workers in the northeast region carrying
Maoist banners in demonstration (Lee, 2007) or Chongqing people ‘Singing Red’, that
is, revolutionary songs (Zhao, 2012) – these practices seldom converge with the thriving
working-class youth culture emerging from cybercafés and smart phones.
Some young workers have also discovered Maoism by themselves and by using the
Internet to network, debate, and agitate. One 26-year-old worker-blogger, who is now a
seasoned activist online, told me he became a Maoist in his late teens more through the
Internet than books. He was in jail several months for disseminating leaflets during a
large-scale strike in a state-owned enterprise. A main lesson for him was that leaflets – or
print materials in general – have limited influence yet bring more liability. Internet is, on
the other hand, more cost-effective. Meanwhile, he is aware of the pitfall of online activism and decides to spend more time in real-world class struggle among workers of his
factory, using blogs, Internet forums, and Sina Weibo. This is not a singular case because
he has thousands of followers, and there are other influential worker-bloggers, most of
whom are also young migrant workers. Together they show Maoism is more than a residual; it can be part of the emergent, too. At times of what Gramesci (1971) calls ‘a great
metaphysical event’, the emergent can even give rise to a subaltern/proletariat hegemony
over mainstream society, including the ruling class (p. 357).
What then is the emergent? Again, back to Williams (1977: 123),
By ‘emergent’ I mean, first, that new meanings and values, new practices, new relationships
and kinds of relationship are continually being created. But it is exceptionally difficult to
distinguish between those which are really elements of some new phase of the dominant culture
(and in this sense ‘species-specific’) and those which are substantially alternative or oppositional
to it: emergent in the strict sense, rather than merely novel.

The emergent is thus even more of a process than an entity when compared with the
dominant and the residual. This process is not predetermined to succeed, even to cohere,
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because a ‘new class is always a source of emergent cultural practice, but while it is still,
as a class, relatively subordinate, this is always likely to be uneven and is certain to be
incomplete’ (p. 124). This ‘emergent’ nature can be seen clearly among the self-taught
young worker-Maoists these days, who face constant censorship and crackdown. They
are caught in the online cross-fire between leftists and liberals, between ‘Maoist-leftists’,
‘liberal leftists’, Troskyists, and anarchists – most of whom are, however, not workers.
Young worker-Maoists are therefore often ridiculed and stigmatized, making their online
status even more precarious and ‘emergent’.
Maoism is only part of the emergence, which includes myriads of resistance cultures:
feminism, eco-socialism, fair trade, human rights campaigns to eradicate child labor,
reduce work injury and occupational disease, or raise awareness about China’s ethnic
and religious minorities, to mention just a few. They emerge from concrete struggles on
the ground, individually and collectively, now converging increasingly via social media
into inchoate, yet notable, political formations of labor power.

From QQ to WeChat
China blocks popular social media platforms from the West: Facebook, Twitter, Google+,
and YouTube. Although it is common for middle-class netizens to use circumvention
technologies, very few workers actually ‘scale the Great Firewall’. The social media
tools they use on the picket line are, therefore, domestic social media including, chronologically, (1) QQ; (2) Weblog, online forum, and Internet video sites; and (3) Weibo and
WeChat.
QQ is China’s oldest working-class social media. Launched in 1999 under the name
OICQ by Tencent, this instant messaging service was later renamed QQ. Its popularity
surged in Shenzhen and nearby export zones of south China, among not only office
clerks but also service-sector, then manufacture-industry workers, whose main mode of
using QQ was via mobile phones. These were typically 2G phones using GPRS for
unlimited QQ data communication, costing about US$3 in 2004 each month, which
dropped to US$0.8 in 2008. Rising popularity of QQ became the springboard for Tencent
to expand into China’s largest Internet company.
As the representative working-class social media in this initial phase, QQ functioned
like Facebook where small groups of friends could exchange information among themselves, a function commonly used during the summer 2010 strikes season, when Tencent’s
group-chat service, QQ Cluster (QQ qun), was widely used among strikers, especially
worker-organizers. Because these are networks of personal friends, QQ discussions are
usually informal, hard to access by outsiders, although the authorities use QQ to spy on
workers as well. Many battles of surveillance and rebellion have been fought on this new
front of mediated class politics. Echoing the trend toward surveillance and ‘the new
domestic order’ in the West (Mattelart, 2010: 117), the persistence of QQ-based labor
struggle refutes in the context of industrializing China the conception that social class is
of secondary importance in networked politics as theorized in such popular notions as the
multitude (Hardt and Negri, 2004).
Year 2004 marked a new beginning. In August, 3000 workers in a military-equipment
plant, the PLA Chongqing No. 3403 Plant in Chongqing, southwest China, occupied
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their factory to prevent asset privatization. In September, more than 10,000 workers from
Shaanxi No.7 Textile Factory in Xianyang, northwest China, went on strike to protest the
acquisition of their work-unit by Hong Kong-based China Resources Co. In both cases,
workers’ collective action faced violent suppression and media censorship. However,
news about the heroic acts of contention spread via QQ and online forums to overseas
news portals, breaching unprecedentedly the lines of information lockdown.
In December 2004, 16,000 workers in Japanese-owned Uniden electronics factory in
Shenzhen began strike, when they started a blog on Blogchina.com to record what happened each day, calling for media attention and public support. It was more successful
than the aforementioned strikes in making headlines, even on New York Times (French,
2004). Workers were thus able to use social media for independent public communication prior to China’s urban middle class, for whom the moment came only in 2007, the
year of Xiamen PX demonstrations. This, again, reflects the dialectic relationship
between workers’ struggle as the emergent and the dominant in mainstream society: the
former could indeed precede the latter.
Due to high labor mobility, limited dormitory space, and affordability issues confronting ordinary Chinese migrants (Qiu, 2009: 21–50, 97–101), Uniden workers relied on
cybercafé to maintain their blog, which made them vulnerable. Authorities controlled the
cybercafé and forced workers to whitewash their blog. But it was too late because by
then, words had spread via online forums, some more mainstream, others more left leaning. The social media environment of this phase was hence not about one or two services
but about ‘an enlarged media ecology’ (Qiu, 2008: 56) comprising countless blogs and
forums.
Another critical moment came in October 2006, when workers in Ole Wolff, a Danish
electronics factory in Shandong, began industrial action, which lasted until 2009. Not
only were they able to establish China’s first grassroots workplace union as a result from
their collective struggle and not only did they follow a similar pattern of blog-plus-onlineforum interactions, one leading worker from the strike named Zhang Jun started a Vlog or
video-blog entitled ‘Red Ole Wolff Union’s Podcast’. The vlog showed confrontation
between workers and managers, establishing a new genre of WGC using the video format
(Qiu, 2015). It relayed mass media reports on the strike that workers deemed helpful,
further enlarging the ecology to subsume official and commercial reports.
This new ecology of pro-strike social media platforms in the second phase, expanding from blogs to forums to videos, is more publicly oriented than QQ. It contains
more formal content of news release and open letters, using textual and audiovisual
materials, culminating in the 2010 Honda Locks strike (Wang, 2011). During this
strike, WorkerCN (www.workercn.cn) operated by All-China Federation of Trade
Unions (ACFTU) had a window period that allowed strikers to exchange information,
commentary, photographs, and videos. Many of those using mobile phones to take
photographs or record videos on the picket line were young female workers, as shown
in a New York Times photograph (Figure 1). Meanwhile, a few male workers actively
posted the WGC from female workers to online forums such as Tianya, MOP, Baidu
Tieba, Club.China.com, and Workers Forum (Figure 2) in addition to WorkerCN, enabling larger network effect.
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Figure 1. Picket-line photography during Honda Locks strike in 2010.

Figure 2. Workers forum (Gongren Luntan) operated by Honghuacao, a Maoist grassroots
labor NGO.
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The third phase of working-class social media began with Weibo or Micro-blog and
then reincarnated through WeChat (Weixin). By 2009, China already had Fanfou, a
Twitter-like service weaving together blogs and forums. Fanfou was, however, shutdown
in July 2009 following the Urumqi ethnic riot, which was triggered in the first place by
WGC from a Hong Kong-owned toy factory in Shaoguan, where Han workers attacked
Uyghur workers. The next month, August 2009, saw the debut of Weibo, offered by Sina,
a major Internet portal with deep ties to China’s top leadership. Weibo was upper and
middle class in the first 2 years especially given its hierarchical mode of separating ordinary users from influential ‘big Vs’, reproducing class inequalities.
Chinese Weibosphere started to become more working class in 2011, partly due to
official crackdown, partly due to demographics. By 2011, fully 76.8% of Chinese netizens
do not have any college education. The proportion rose to 79.1% by 2013 (CNNIC, 2012,
2014). Labor NGOs also started to adopt Weibo. Then in 2012, these NGOs began to offer
Weibo training sessions to workers, albeit with limited initial success because, although
working-class issues were increasingly ‘emergent’, dominant issues in Weibosphere
remained close to the interests of the ruling elite.
Although NGOs used Weibo for goals such as advocacy, workers often found Weibo
less friendly and hard to use because only a few workers used Weibo in early 2012. Even
if these early users sent out posts, they seldom received similar responses as on QQ,
which most workers still preferred for communication among themselves.
Things started to change quickly in summer 2012 when local authorities began to
censor Internet forums while clamping down on grassroots labor NGOs (Tam, 2012).
In Guangdong alone, more than a dozen NGOs were targeted. Some forced to stop
operation, others evicted and fined. When these NGOs tried to use QQ and Tianya, as
they did before, they encountered unprecedented censorship. This happened because
both Tencent, the company offering QQ, and Tianya, the popular online forum, are
located within the jurisdiction of Guangdong. Weibo then became their social media of
choice because Sina is in Beijing, outside the direct control from Guangdong. Once
these NGOs relocated to Weibo, workers followed.
The latest incarnation of Chinese social media, after the downturn in Weibo popularity in 2013, is WeChat, provided also by Tencent. The operation of WeChat is more similar to Facebook, which allows mostly communication among friends. Although domestic
users in mainland China can also open ‘public accounts’ to facilitate information flow
beyond friendship circles, Tencent has redesigned WeChat to minimize the visibility of
public accounts for fear of political risk.
With this review over time, it should be clear that there are multiple types of working-class social media in China, and the technological emergence has gone through
three phases. These phases, as outlined above, are cumulative instead of successive. To
this day, QQ is still around, as shown by the five-city Pepsi-Cola bottling plants strike
in November 2011 (Peng, 2011). So are blogs, forums, and videos. Although WeChat
and Weibo have been more popular since 2012, they are but new additions to the same
enlarged media ecology of collective labor activism. Importantly, all these tools are
subject to government surveillance and corporate censorship – by China’s leading
Internet companies.
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Chinese IT corporations have grown similar to their counterparts in the West, facilitating and profiting from the expansion of media empire throughout the Global South (e.g.
Brautigam, 2009; Gallagher and Porzecanski, 2010). However, a key difference persists
when it comes to their relationship with the authorities. Since the 2011 Arab uprisings,
the CCP has taken great caution against online grassroots formations (Fallows, 2011),
including labor advocacy and mobilization via social media, which has been intensified
in the aftermath of the 2014 Occupy movement in Hong Kong (The Economist, 2014).
The brief history of China’s working-class social media should in this sense be understood as much more than marvelous practices of online labor activism. It also stands out
due to the strength of the conservative backlash, CCP’s authoritarian influence over the
IT companies, and the rising importance of the Chinese ruling elite in the global Empire
as a whole.

Inform, mobilize, and counter-attack
In their big-data study, Gary King et al. (2013) reveal a surprising pattern: Chinese censors demonstrate quite some tolerance toward sharp critique against the government.
What they really try to stamp out is expressions with ‘collective action potential’ (p.
327), meaning messages are more likely censored if it may lead to the assembly of people in physical places – for example, on the picket line.
Picket-line social media expressions, however, only constitute a fraction of WGC
when workers go online, express and interact with each other, and reach out to others. I
have outlined elsewhere seven genres of WGC based on three criteria: (1) if it’s collective production, (2) if it has activism orientation, and (3) if it creates empowerment effect
beyond discourse (Qiu, 2015). These include (1) collective activism with empowerment
effect, (2) collective activism with little empowerment, (3) collective recording without
clear advocacy goal but has empowerment effect, (4) collective recording without
empowerment, (5) individual activism with empowerment, (6) individual activism without empowerment, and (7) individual recording with no advocacy goal but has empowerment effect. This is not the place to belabor the substances of the seven genres, although
it suffices to note for our purposes here that only two of these seven genres are collectively produced activism, with or without empowerment effect.
It is within this subset of WGC that we begin to examine the complex relationship
among the dominant, the residual, and the emergent. Although quantitatively this is only
a subset, it is nonetheless the most strategic place for resistance formation against Empire
due to its collectivity and activist orientation, which are essential to working-class solidarity and struggle. This is particularly important considering Jodi Dean’s (2005) critique of ‘communicative capitalism’: although social media seem to have enabled social
movements, they are corporate-owned and controlled, under surveillance, and most fundamentally creating a more enwrapping illusion of democracy filled with deceptive neoliberal subjectivity, which ultimately debilitates collective action and strengthens
hegemonic domination. In this sense, the Chinese development of WGC is comparable
to the power and political economy of social media in western contexts (Fuchs, 2014;
Mattelart, 2010) as well as grassroots activism in the wake of the 2011 Arab uprisings,
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for instance, in a new wave of Egyptian labor movement (Alexander and Bassiouny,
2014; Beinin, 2014).
Social media on the picket line is, in this sense, more about workers and their realworld struggles than about media technology per se. This is the basic pattern we observe
from the Uniden strike blog in 2004 to the Ole Wolff Union Vlog in 2008 to Honda
Locks forum discussions in 2010. The actual struggles evade the binary opposition of
worker vis-à-vis the establishment, agency vis-à-vis structure, a fundamental paradox in
understanding workers’ digital media practices (Sun, 2012). Yes, at usual times when
individual workers try to attract public attention to their suffering, they have few choices
other than relying on mass media and, in so doing, conforming to hegemonic norms of
the dominant. But there are also exceptional times of collective action, such as strikes,
which happens literally everyday in different parts of China, when new structures –
informational, technological, social, and cultural – can and do materialize from bottomup collective activism as well as horizontal social networking. This process of the
emergent interacts with the dominant as well as the residual, whose combined effects are
now catalyzed by social media tools.
Following patterns not too different from the Egyptian workers’ movement in recent
years (Alexander and Aouragh, 2014), the most basic function of Chinese social media
during strikes is informational, although workers differ in their informational needs.
Older workers, especially in state-owned enterprises, often need to find out about the
law and official regulation before they act. Although with less Internet access, older
workers often send people to search for legal information or post questions to online
forums such as Baidu Tieba. Young workers, on the other hand, care less about formal
rule. They tend to start collective action immediately and one of the first things they do
is to share online, from evidence showing low wages to photographs of protesting
workers, from graphic images to mobile phone videos showing, for instance, factory
guards beating up workers. One early example of this sub-genre came from Beijing
Foxconn (Figure 3), when a worker’s mobile phone video was first uploaded to QQ.
com. It was then broadcast on Beijing TV, following a frame-setting trajectory identified by Zhou and Moy (2007). Another example since January 2015 is that local police
in Dongguan has been shown to bring dogs to intimidate strikers at the Yuyuan Shoe
Factory (Figures 4 and 5).
A second and arguably more important function is to mobilize fellow workers and
muster public support. Social media persuades, more than just inform, so that workers
and citizens change attitudes and behaviors, so that strikers keep high morale while others sign petitions, donate time and resources, and join the collection action. Images –
including visual memes – are widely used to achieve persuasive effect, although some
worker-bloggers are good at writing essays as rallying calls of mobilization, while
encouraging strikers to persist.
Even without mass media coverage, it is difficult for the authorities to isolate the strikes
as local events due to the spread of social media among workers. Grassroots labor NGOs,
with their nationwide and sometimes international networks, are still indispensable. But
increasingly they have become intermediaries for workers in different factories to interact
with and learn from each other. In 2009, strikers in Tongzhou Steel Factory of Liaoning
Province beat and killed their factory owner, who benefited from asset privatization and
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Figure 3. Mobile phone video showing Beijing Foxconn security guards beating up a worker in
May 2010 (http://www.56.com/u25/v_NTE4MjA0ODY.html).

Figure 4. A Weibo image showing Dongguan police bringing dogs to intimidate workers in
April 2014.
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Figure 5. A WeChat image showing Dongguan police bringing dogs to intimidate workers in
April 2014.

laid-off workers. News spread online as well as through traditional media. Workers in a
Chengdu factory in Sichuan Province heard about it when they faced similar privatization
threats. These Chengdu workers chose to publicize their intention using online forums,
vowing that they were ready for bloodshed if the authorities attempt to impose privatization. The deterrence worked, leading to the abandonment of the old plan.
Also in 2009, the year following the Global Financial Crisis, a rare but notable event
happened in Jinjiang, Fujian Province, where a strike started in the 361 Shoe Factory.
Following the typical pattern of information dissemination and mobilization, workers
began to use Internet tools, only to discover that the factory enjoyed strong support from
state and corporate censors, who deleted most of the workers’ posts. To counteract, workers launched an unprecedented offensive by enlisting help from hackers familiar with
‘search engine optimization’. They were able to modify search results so that when
someone looked up the company on Google, the results would turn out to be tens of
thousands of webpages about the strike, rather than the company. This came at a critical
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moment 1 week before the company’s planned initial public offering (IPO) in New York.
The battle of the virtual world ended with the cleansing of strikers’ webpages (Shi, 2010),
but such virtual collective activism deserves special attention because they are not only
novel tactics. They represent a new emergence, too.

Concluding remarks
Social media has been used on the picket line for an entire decade in China since 2004.
QQ, weblog, online forum, vlog, Weibo, and WeChat: these social media tools have all
been added to the toolkit of working-class politics, especially when it occurs during collective action that takes the form of industrial strikes. The trend has accelerated to emerge
all over the country. No economic sector – manufacture, services, or transportation; factory, hospital, or banks; foreign enterprise, private company, or state-owned enterprise
(SOE) – has been left untouched.
The result is an enlarged media ecology of resistance, where social media becomes
new tools used for a common goal as old as the working class itself: collective empowerment. This is not a revolution in itself, but a tactical evolution of the residual and, more
crucially, the emergent, within a much longer revolutionary tradition of Chinese workers
and of the global working class. Despite persisting issues of digital divide, mass media
instrumentalization, and Internet censorship, it is an epochal transformation to be reckoned with because this ecological change in the media system is more than connecting
the dots of individual lifeworlds, more than the ability to set news headlines, more than
the convergence of old and new communication practices. It is, ultimately, about building an infrastructure of resistance from the very local to the very global.
Over the years, we have seen working-class social media being used to inform, to
mobilize, and to counter-attack, breaking the strongholds of Empire despite the persistence of neoliberal hegemony. The same Internet infrastructure of accumulation and surveillance has become a hotbed of online activism and labor politics. Simply emphasizing
the technological novelty of this development is insufficient. Only stressing the normalcy of the neoliberal order is incomplete. To better analyze what is going on in China
– especially its workers’ movement, online and offline, within the country and with
global ramifications – we need conceptions more nuanced than the dichotomy between
Empire and resistance, structure and agency, and optimism and pessimism. The tripartite
Williamsian framework offers one such framework. It can and still needs to be further
developed through examining labor movements in China as well as developing regions
of the Global South, probably using WGC as one of its most promising analytical foci.
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